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110 BATCH
OF TRUE BILLS
Grand Jury Indicted Quite
&ranter of Parties.
GEORGE DOZIER
GOT THREE YEARS.
Two Brothers, Both Named Willis
Dunlap, colored, Were Before
the Court Yesterday.
• 
•1111.111.1•.•••••••••
FILE MOUNT
MOTION TODAY.
Yesterday the grand jury at the
-circuit court, Warned a bunch of
-eight indictments against as many
parties who are accused of different
• k crimes.
e Jerry Davis was indicted on the
charge of obtaining by false pre-
tenses some groceries from Grocer4 Walter Matthews. The latter con-
tends the other got $11.25 worth of
goods from him.
The indictment brought in against
James Bolin was for the charge of
stealing tde bicycle of Henry Rankin
of the Langstaff-Orm milling com-
pany off-South Second street. B&an
is accused of taking the wheel fisam
in front of the mill. The bike was re-
covered.
FOr".ths,lyinse character of charge,
stealing* wheel, Omar Clark was in-
dicted. He is accused of taking the
bike of Braanoa.
James Porter was indicted on the
ground that he cut Sam Bogins dur-
ing a fight they had.
Tom Young, James Green and T.
G. Garr, were indicted on the charge
4 of robbing /oho Isbell of lax It is
• claimed they met Isbell out about
the union depot and white he was
• drinking slipped the money from his
pocket. !Isbell is a cripple.
• A true bill. charging breach of the
peace, was brought in against Pren-
tice Campbell, who engaged in a fight
with C H. Barber.
The grand jury dismissed one
charge, that accusing Will Chappell
with breaking into Wihitehead's res-
taurant on Broadway between Sec-
ond and Third streets and stealing
some cigar. and other things. Chap-
pell formerly worked for Whitehead,
Cases TAW.
George Dozier, colored, was yester-
day given three years in the peniten-
tiary on the charge -of maliciously
striking Cora Sims, tigress, out about
Twelfth and Mhflison .streets. Doz-
ier is a burly negro brickworker and
aas arres6d est the charge of ravish-
ing the Sims woman's little child
He came clear and-athen one night
went nut to the woman's home near
Twelfth and Madison. No one was
home, but he entered anyhow, and
when the woman and child did re-
turn they found lom in there and
tried to get him out. Trouble came
up and Dozier knocked the woman
in the head with a brick and struck
her with an axe, breaking several
ribs.
There were dismissed the indict-
ments charging J. A. Donovan and
Will Jackson, white, with obtaining
groceries from J. C. Lindsey under
false pretenses. Grocer Lindsey
claimed these two men came to Inc
establishment on South Third near
Norton street. One claimed he work-
ed at the cooperage Works in Me-
chanicsburg and that he wanted to
get some groceries uptil Saturday
when he woold pay for them. It was
-claimed the other contended he was
foreman at the cooperage works.
Ihetefore could vcittli for the pur-
--etiiiet as being- ith tifiptoye and
.would pay Saturday. The case* aginst
them were dismissed, honevp.
Willis Dunlap, alias Pin
was given one. year in the peniten-
tiary on the charge of bOttowing
-the horse and wagon of another party
and taking it to the Paducah Advanc-
ing Company and getting that con-
cern Co loan him $5 by claiming the
'rig was his and he would mortgage
it to ensure re-payment of the loan.
On it developing the outfit was not
his he was warranted.
Willis Dunlap, who is a brother of
the former, despite the fact they have
the same name, was acquitted of be-
ing implicated in the housebreaking
Pinto Lem Jones' soon two years
ago and stealing some cigars, tobacco
and whiskey. Harry Hannon, wholTELEpHniur
was charged with complicity in this
robbery was dismissed. UAL
Petit Jurors R. B. Phillips and A.
W. Bass were excased from further
service on the jury and their places
taken by.B. T. Bumpass and Nathan
Kahn./
Civil Actions.
Lawyer Frank ,Lucas was selected
by the court to sestresent the defen-
dant in the suit of Alice N. Nelson
against Fred Nelson.
There was filed the carbon copy of
the bill of evidence and exceptions
filed in the suit of Witt Duncan
against the Western Union Tele-
graph Company, Duncan sues the
company for damages on the ground
that they did not deliver to him
promptly a message notifying him of
the death of his child. He loot on
trial in the local circuit court and
now carries the matter to the higher
tribunal.
• Today's Docket.
The following charges are set for
trial today: Rufus Brunson, mur-
der; Clarence Powers, murder; Berry
Smith, re; Tom Young, James
Green and T. G. Garr, robbery.
Bruson is charged with murdering
Will Gills, whom he found at the
home of Brunson's comment law wife
out on South Eleventh street last
Christmas Eve. Brunson cut Gills'
stomach out with a knife.
Powers is charged with killing
George Miller at the Charles' gmiley
saloon on Kentucky avenue between
First and Second street. Both of
them worked there, Powate.in the bar
and Miller in the restaurant. Powers
got mad because Miller Wolt,e him up
early one morning, 110 Willer could
get in. This brottaht on trouble and
Powers shot Miller three times
through the head, killing him.
Berry Smith is charged with ravish-
ing Nacy Smith with whom he board-
ed nut in Fisherville. ernith worked
for the I. C., as did the husband of
the woman, Nancy Smith. She claims
that while her husband was out on
the road, that the boarder compelled
her to submit to his desires one night
at the point of a razor.
Young, Garr and Green are charg"-
ed with robbing John Isbell of $23
net at the union depot.
Mount's New ritiai Motion.
On account of being iso tiny with
usual big rusli of law business, Hon
Hal Corbett did not have time yes-
terday to draw up the motion for a
new trial of the Mount case, but will
do so today, lodging it this morning.
$5,000 DAMAGE
SUIT FILED
PARS. FANNIE PRINCE INSTI-
TUTES ACTION AGAINST
ROAD.
She Received Bad Iniuries by getting
Knocked From Trestle Near
the Union Depot.
Lawyers Taylor and Lucasyester-
day filed suit in the circuit court for
Fanny Prince against the Illinois
Central railroad for $5,000 damages,
account injuries she received about
two months ago by getting knocked
front the trestle 3oo feet north of the
union depot id the local pude.
Mrs. Prince and her niece were re-
the_ yereh  faun iiii_
ing the dauitiner of the niece, who
was Mrs. Joseph Henley of Little-
vilic .k reight train had. passed
them going out the yard's, and cross-
ed the trestle beside which they were
seanding. The train stopped with the
rear end on the trestle, and a man
in the caboose telling the ladies they
could come on across as the train
was no' going to move, Mrs.. Prince
and Mrs. Henley . started to walk
upon the edge of the bridge and get
by the cars standing out on settle.
About this; time the train started
backing and' a very wide refrigerator
car that projected out farther than
the others, knocked the two ladies
from the side of the structure. Mrs.
Henley, who was the wife of the 1.
C. car repairese,died of her injuries,
while Moe Prihet has been in River-
side hospital ever since then with her
hurts, which consisted of a fractured
leg and other injuries.- She will not
he able to leave ;hat institution for
some weeks yet. .
The Henley estale has never
brought any snit for death of Mrs.
Henley..
INJUNCTION
LAWYERS CORBETT AND
CAMPBELL PREPARING
FOR CASE.
Judge Walter Evans Takes Up D
murrer Again Mat Week in
Federal Court.
Hon. Hal S. Corbett aa4 Ci
Solicitor James Campbell are daily
making their arrangement* to argue
their demurrer to the Carniser land
Telephone company's injunction
suit, that comes up before Judge
Walter Evans who convenes the
spring term of United States court
here next Monday. The two law-
yers are busily engaged preparing
for this legal battle that will decide
whether the court will restrain the
City of Paducah from trying to
oust the telephone company from
doing business in this town.
Several months ago, because the
telephone people would not bay a
city franchise legalizing their public
!business, the city solicitor instituted,
here in the local circuit court a suit
to oust the Cumberland people, amid
compel them to ether quit business
here or abide by the municipal laws.
This action is still pending, and after
same was instituted the telephone
people went to Louisville and in the
federal court applied for an injunc-
tion, to .restrain the cit yauthoritiee
of Paducah from trying to oust the
company. When this .federal litiga-
tion was instituted before Judge
Evans there, the city solicitor tiled
a demyrer to the petition. stunning
the court had no right to enjoin the
municipality from acting.
At that time arguments were
made in the matter on the demurrer,
and when the lawyers finished for
the city and telephone company, the
judge did not decide the matter, but
advised the attorneys to settle their
controversy out of court. Pending
some attempts on part of the muni-
cipality to get the telephone people
to do something towards adjusting
the differences, but the latter have
persistently refused to do anything
except that which gives them an
advantage of the municipality.
Now next Monday the judge again
takes up the demurrer to the injunc-
tion suit, and the lawyers will pre-
sent their side of the case, the tele-
phone attorneys urging the Sssual
of the restraining order, and the city
solicitor and his brilliant assistant,
show cause why the city should not
be interfered with in trying to get
this tentacled corporation to either
get out of town or be governed by
laws, like AT other concerns.
The outcome- of the litigation ts
looked forward tee with eagerness by
the entire public Which wants to see
the, telephone company and its
lawyer, Charley Wheeler, brought ta
time.
EVERY PAPER IN THE WORLD
SHOULD HELP CORRECT
THIS AWFUL ERROR.
STORIES ABOUT YOUNG
WOMAN ARE LIES.
Zurich, April to.--Arthur Curti of
Zurich, Ruth Hofer's attorney, who
some time ago compelled the Lon-
Mail to retract certain state-
ments regarding the young woman,
said to the Banner correspondent
yesterday:
"The stories of her alleged im-
proper relations with Dowic are lies
and a vile persecution instigated by
scandal-mongers. Her moral in-
tigrily is prov,u by the fact that
her broad-minded brother's per-
mitted her to visit Zion City alone.
They believed that eprsonal inves-
tigation would dampen her enthus-
iasm. She was ignorant of the
stories concerning Dowie when she
was converted. The size of Buth'as
fortune llas been very much ex
aerated. 'It is valued at only teso,-
aoo."
Carl Hodler, Zion's continental
supervisor, says that Ruth Hofer's
widowed mother, formerly
Dowieite, turned her house near
Con stance, called Castle Lieb gut,
into a Zion home, but withdrew it
later because Dowie demanded male
supervision, while she desired the
supervision herself.
PUBLIC MK
COMMISSIONERS
MAYOR YEISER WILL NOT AP-
POINT FOR WEEK OR
TWO YET.
fonds Tenth Street Resident* Want
Walk of That Wide Street Con-
verted Into Park,
Motor Yeimir yeateiday,asmounced
it would be sometime next wreak, and
prohdbly later before 1* 'tamed his
bostit of park comarissioners, who
will have change of arrangements
looking towards' ehablishing public
parks Isere in this city city.ylle wants
to pick out the best men possible for
the needs ,o satisfaction can be guar-
antee t Ise public that things will be
letoke 'after in a progressive and
judicidlis iiiatrier. •
lie has had the 'James of many
People suggested to him, but has not
made up his mind who he will select.
The people living along South
.Tenth beyond Jackson street want
the city to convert into a nice- small
park the center of that wide thor-
intetfate which is in the heart of a
nice residence portion of town.
Tenth street going south from Pack-
Con to 'Husband street is about 150
feet wide, it being made that width
when Wilt, so the center could be
converted into a nice park if the oc-
casion ever arose. The residents
along there want the center of the
street lined with nice shade trees,
electric lights and benches, and leave
;boot forty feet on each side for the
driveway „between center and pave-
ment.
It is pirthable, however, that noth-
ing wilt be hone in this matter as the
place would be too far off to one
side of town, alhen of convenience
to only the sti ounding residents.
The city wants a big park many
acres in extent sufficiew to accom-
modate pverybody. and when the
jerk coMmissioners are selected they
will take up the question of buying
such a place.
FOLLOWED
HUSBAND
MRS. GAMMIE BAILaY DIED
YESTERDAY AT STUR-
GIS, KY.
•
She Wits the Widow of the Late Mr.
Gus Bailey Who Expired Here
Two Years Ago.
•
Deep regret was caused here on
learning that yesterday morning
Mrs. Canumie Bailey died at her
mother's home in Sturgis, Ky., after
a lingering illness with consumption.
She resided in this city until last
August when she went to her former
home to live. She was the widow of
the late Gus Bailey, the well known
dry goods and shoe clerk who died
in this city two years ago, of Con-
on-
The deceased was thirty-two years
of age and was beloved greatly by
her many friends here. She is sur-
vived by her mother, Mrs. M. Tate of
Sturgis, three brothers, Mr. Church
Tate, the hat drummer of M'adison-
allie, Mr. Charles Tate; the broom-
maker of Berths-ell. Ky., and Mr, Lee
Tate, who runs the broom factory
here in Paducah on South Tenth St.
The latter left yesterday morning to
attend the ftmeral.
The deceased leaves one sister,
11••. Ruby Solt of Sturgis. and one
Garnett, who is ten years of
age.
Mrs. Bailey was a member of the
First Baptist'thurch of this city, not
having transferred her card when she
went to Sturgis.
Today the funeral services occur
at Sturgis, also the interment. 
k 
the lines of the Y. M. C. A. has al-
ready taken definite shape, says to-
day's Tribune, and has the approval
of Cardinal Gibbons, Archibishops
Ireland, Farley and Ryan and the
leading Catholic laymen of the icoun-
try. John D. Crimmins, Mayor
of \1'. • .
ran, eieso,c
States supreme court, the Countess
Leary and other wealthy Catholics
have offered their aid to the move-
ment. -
A million dollar trust fund has
been suggested as a foundation for
the movement. The plans will be
thoroughly discussed in Baltimore
next month at the close of the cen-
tennial celebration of the Baltimore
Cathedral and a national committee
formed. The idea has been endorsed
by the leading Catholic weeklies.
There would, according to present
plans, be a national body, with na-
tional headquarters, having jurisdic-
tion over all branches throughout
the country. Present clubs and so-
cieties would be done away with or
absorbed. The movement it dis-
,cussed in the calendar of the Paulist
Fathers issued yesterday.
Catholic Astociation
M. C. A. 
Similar to 4.1
-r
New York, April 9—A plan to
tablish in this country a national
sociation of Cathblic young men
es-
as-
on
DIED OF CANCER
MR. EUGENE HESSELTON
PASSED AWAY LAST
EVENING.
He Had Been Confined Since Retuht-
ing From Chicago Some
Months Nts,
4
test evening at 7:to o'clock there
pass4 away Mb. Eugene Hesselton
at lafs home in 527 South Third St.,
alter a lingerincillness with cancer.
With his death there departs a very
popular young railroad man who had
many friends.
Ur. Hesselton was a fireman on the
N., C. & St. L. railroad of this city
for several years, but last year went
to Chicago and took a position as
engineer on a construction train that
worked out of the Windy City for
the Chicago and Southern railroad
company. About the first of tine
year his affliction developed so Altaic
he was forced to resign his position
and come back here. Ever since then
he has grown worse until claimed
by death last evening.
Mr. Hesselton was 36 years of age
and born in Lewisport, Ky., but came
here ten years ago to make his resi-
dence. lie was a man widely known,
especially amongst railroaders, and
his dissolution causes much regret, as
he was a popular and genial young
man.
Besides his wife, he is suryived by
four sisters. Mlesdames, Lena Englert
and Zera Tuttle and Miss Mamie
Hesselton of here, and Mrs. Beatrice
Hugg of Owensboro. His surviving
brother is Mr. Mc Kenzie Hessettem
of this city. He was the eon of the
late William 'Hesselton, who before
death last year, was weigher at the
city public scales on South Second
street.
The time for the funeral services
have not yet been set.
SALOON LICENSE
STATE GRANT OF ARCH BO-
HANNON TRANSFERRED
TO PURCHASEI.S.
Yesterday in the county clerk's of-
fice the state saloon license of Arch
Bohannon of Broadway between
First and Second street, was trans-
. .
HOT BUNCH
or TALK
Police Commissioners Dis
agree Among Themselves
MEMBER SUTHERLAND
SAYS IT WAS DISGRACE.
Member Bonds Says Other Commis-
sioner is Casrying Favor
•••••••••
With Una.
•
DEPOT ANYHOW WILL
HAVE THREE MEN.
1.1•••••••••• •••••
Monday night when the police cone-
missioners ordered the police depart-
ment reduced to eighteen men, in
conformity with the' adopted ordi-
nances, it was decided. in dismissing
the three men necessary to cut down
the force, that hereafter only two
men *teed of four be kept down in
she business pact of town, and three
instea4 of four on the union depot
beat, is decrease _of three brings
the fo down to eightieti.
Now yesterday Commissioner R.
rland, .wh is entployed by
the I. C. railroad, cameZttfit, in-
terview in an aftitrinQiii baying
he thought the action of the board in
taking officers from the union depot
was disgraceful and he 'had no part
in it, being In the .issiarity. While
speaking of the intarrieW of Member
Sutherland, last evening Conunission-
er John Donis said:
"Yes, it is true Mr..Sntherland did
not want the men to come !t the
union depot beat, but myself and
Commissioner Mann Clark being in
the majority with only -three of the
(Continued on Page Eight.)
NAPLES IS TERRIFIEb.
Vesuvius Causes Destruction in
Many Towns of Italy—Pompeii
and Herculaneum Again
Naples, April mo-----/Poveting,-siTerri-
fying news is ribbing the city this
morning from pts throughout the
district surrounding ()nano°. Re-
ports indicate that an enormous area
is burned beneath.ahe ashes and cin-
ders.
The present disaiuer is looked upon
as a repetition of the catastrophe to
Pompeii and lierculsneum. except
that in th's instance the loss of life
is less.
Frightful Disaster Occurs at Naples.
Naples. Italy, to.- - Morning.
—A frightful disaster has occurred
in the center of.. this city following
the eruptions of Mount Vesuvius.
Two hundred people, it, is estimated,
were buried this morbinat,iii the ruins
of the Market Monte Oliveto, when
the roof collapsed under the weight of
cinders from the volcano. The exact
number of people within the building
at the moment of the catastrot is
not known, and the fist 'of tata ities
is problematic.
The work of rescue progressed -dar-
ing nit morning honts and before
noon sixteen bodies had been remov-
ed and seventy injured persons taken
from the ruins.
have bought the place.
Agreement With Road.
There was filed-with the clerk the
agreement between the Illnois Cen-
tral railroad and the Paducah Box
and Basket factory, wherein the lat-
er agrees to maintain- and keep in
good shape the side track the road
runs from the I. C. main lines in the
local yards over to ,the box factory
which is near the union depot.
Property Sold.
Land out in the county has been
cold by T. N. Cartee to W. R. Jones
for $1,000, and the deed.filed for rec-
ord yestenday with the county clerk.
Anna. Kennedy bought from Al E.
Young for $1,55o property on ,Fotin-
tain avenue.
C. G. Reid and wife sold to J. A
Thomasson land out, in the county.
Walter M. Sutherland bought from
Thomas Elder and wife for Voo, land
(lying out in the county.
Amelia Reid sold to Clarence Reid
•
for $350, land out in the county.
Was Appalling.
The disaster was appalling. The
°Courtyard covers 6on square feet and
was roofed. The space within was
unusually crowded with buyers and
their children, the incident happening
at the hour of the day when trade is
most brisk. Rival displays of flowers
fruits and vegetables contended for
buyers while e the market women
screamed their wares and joked with
their customers. Little children play-
ed about the stands adding gayety
to the scene, the like of which is not
witnessed outside of Naples. Sud-
denly, with scarcely a tremor of
warning, there wat a terrifying crash
and the brilliant sights disappeared
ill a cloud of dust while shrieks of
agony rent the air.
•
Sixteen Dead and lie Injured Persona
Naples. April to. to:05 a. m.-1.7p to
present time the bodies of sixteen
persons have bee* taken from the
ruins of the Monte Oliveto and left
injered people are being cared for
at the hospitals.
7••: •
•
.t
NEWIRACE COURSE
IT WILL NOT BE READY FOR
USE BY THIS SUMMER.
The Street Car System Does Not
Know When the Extension Will
be Made Out There.
0.." One of the promoters for the new
driving and race track out beyond
Oa.); Grcrve cemetery, yesterday said
they had dropped. the idea of getting
things ready in time to give racing
and driving events this summer as
the spring was so far advanced they
could do nothing now. He continued
that they could have the grand stand
built, stables up, track laid off and
everything prepared, but they realized
the street car line could not be ex-
tended out that far before late in the
fall, if then, therefore they did not
rush things through.
Just as soon as there returns to the
'city several of the stockholders who
are out of town, the meeting will be
held for election of officers, etc.
Probabilities are the Horse Show
next fall will be given again over at
the baseball grounds in Wallace park
because even if the car line is extend-
ed to the ntw race track, it will be
more conven:ent to this year give
that entertainment at the ball park.
Mr. Bleecker does not yet know
what they will do this summer re-
garding extending the vstem as they
already have a large volume of work
outlined for here in the city in this
regard.
CLAWSON DISMISSED.
Cairo Authorities Never Came for
Him, so He is Released.
Yesterday morning in the police
court John Clawson, colored, wa
.dismissed by Acting Judge Dave
Cross. Clawson is the negro who
one night last week cut the colored
porter Sam Adams, of the Cairo pas-
senger train coming into this city.
The cutting happened just out of
Cairo while the train was en route
here, and when the passenger arrived
in Paducah Clawson was arrested and
locked up to be held until Adams
could go to Cairo, get a warrant
there for the other and have Clawson
taken back there for trial. It being
a week now since the trouble hap-
pened, and the Cairo people never
coming after Clawson, he was yes
terday ordered released by Acting
Judge Cross.
Frank Crane was dismissed of the
charge of using insulting linguage
towards his sister-in-law, Mrs. Ise
Stewart.
WILL PAY OUT
UNUSUAL RESULT IN THE
BANKRUPTCY COURT
HERE.
After Paying All Their Debts the
Will Harris Company Will Have
Thousands Leftover.
Yesterday in figuring over the
Will Harris and company bank-
reptcy proceeding from Murray, Re-
feree E. W. Bagby of the bank-
rupt court, claimed that the concern
N.% oi,1(1 mot- thaii pay re.% and ltave
a balance of several thousand dol-
lars to the goo. This is something
unusual as ordinarily when a firm
tiles a petition voluntarily irr bank-
ruptcy court generally signifies' the
firm is financially  embarrasse
able to pay its debts in full, there-
fore desires what assets it has, be
prorated ainopst the creditors and
all accounts wiped out as satisfie-L
according to the provisions of the
bankrupt law.
With the Will Harris & Co., firm
of Murray it is different though.
This was one of the largest con-
cerns doing business in the capiol
of Calloway county, and they filed
their petition some months ago.
Their indebtedness was about $20,-
000, and now when the property is
all sold and converted into each 't
develops the proceeds amount to
something close on to $25,000, which
is several thousand dollars more
than it takes to pay the debts.
The referee and trustees
gradually winding up this case
will pay the creditors too cents on
the Sr.
are
and
An optimist sees a silver lining to
every cloud; a pessimist bites the sil-
ver to see if it is real.
Nr7
ta!
.. •
A Food for Both
Bt fore baby comes and during the
nursing period, there is nothing quite
so good for the Mother as the predigested
Liquid-food
otiE.USER-BUScirs
04-Aabie
The strength-giving elements of Barley-
Malt keep up the vital forces during this
critical period and the natural tonic
properties of Hops insure placid nerves
ang, *duce restful sleep.
Malt-Nutrine increases the flow and richness
of mother's milk, thus making baby Healthy,
Vigorous and Strong.
Sold by all Druggists and Grocers.
Prepared by
euser-Busch Brewing Ass'n
St. Louts, U.S.A.
NEW SCHOOL
TEACHER GOTTEN
,
_
MISS MYRTLE BURKY TAKES
PLACE OF MISS KETT-
LAR.
•
Supt. Lieb Has Not Yet Heard
Anything From the College
Professors.
Miss Myrtle Burky of this city
hzs been secured as teacher in the
public schools to take the place
made vacant by resignation of Miss
Bertha Kettlar, the third grade in-
structor at the Franklin building on
South Sixth street, who will be
married next week. Friday is the
last day for the outgoing teacher
and Supt. Lieb yesterday said they
had secured the services of Miss
Burky who takes charge of that
mom next Monday and continue's
until the end of the season. The
committee has charge of employing
the teachers, and will report th;s
selection at the May meeting of the
tiustees, for ratification. Miss Burky
who takes charge of that room next
Monday and continues until the end
(4 the season. The committee has
charge of emiploying the teachers,
and will report this selection at the
May meeting of the trustees, for
ratification. Miss Burky is a grad-
uate of the public schools of this
city, and quite a bright and popu-
lar young lady who will give good
service.
•••--
Nothing Yet Heard.
Supt. Lieb has not yet received
any replies from the professors of
several leading colleges, to whom
he wrote asking if- The could come
here and deliver an address to the
graduating children et this year's
high school commencement exer-
cises. He is expecting some re-
sponse any day.
Obscene Literature.
Next Monday night at the council
meeting a communication will be
io the members of that board from
die school board, asking that an
ordinance be enacted, providing for
revocation of the city license of any
ism or business house of Paducah
Pdvertis ing their business with ob-
literature.
abominable stuff
bands of school
t,iistees believe
should be resorted to
Liiity of a repetition.
the civil war began, when Preston
raised a body of troops. Giles ac-
companied him again as body ser-
vant, saved Preston's life more than
once, and nursed him through a, se-
vera attack of fever during the siege
of Vicksburg, Miss.
Claim Notice.
McCracken Circuit court; Katie
Walbert, etc., Puffs., agt. Equity,
versus Robert E. Walbert, etc.,
Defts.
Ordered that this action be re-
ferred to Cecil Reed, mastc:
commissioner of this court, to take
proof of assets and liabilities of
the estate of James T. Walbert, de-
ceased, and all persons having
claims against said estate are re-
quired to properly verify and file
the same, before said commissioner.,
on or before the 16th day of May,
1906, or they will be forever
barred from asserting any claim
against the assets in the hands of
the administrator or commissioner,
unadministered, and all persons are
hereby enjoined and restrained from
collecting their claims against said
estate except through tint suit.
Ordered that this order be pub-
lished in the Paducah Daily' Regis-
ter as required by law.
A copy attest:—
J. A. Miller, Clerk,
By W. C. Kidd, D. C.
HAD A SCRAP
SAM BELL AND BEATRICE
HARTHSHAW, COLORED,
LOCKED UP.
Judge Sanders and Mr. Samuel
Beadles Able to Be Down in
City Yesterday.
•
ness. Although able to come out be
is not strng by any means and cam-
not resume his place on the police
court bench.
Grocery Burglarized.
Yesterday morning it was discov-
ered that sometime during the night
before burglars entered the Whit..
Bros. grocery at Ninth tir Boyd
streets and stole some cigars and
olher things. They effected an en-
trance through a rear window.
Boys Cut Trees.
I Much complaint is being made by
the people on Clark between Ninth
Lnd Tenth streets regarding mis-
chievous boys cutting the shad'
trees placed along the sidewalk
fronting the homes. This blo:k
of street is the only one far out in
the residence section that has con-
crete walks, and the people out
there put down trees to shade tha
I walks. The boys recently le:ve
been cutting them with knit ea,
hatchets, etc.. until all are now in
danger of dying.
Samuel Bell and Beatrice Hartii-
sl-aw, colored, were arrgsted last
ce,ning by Patrolmen *Hessian and
liugan on the charge /of engaging
in a tight the night before near th:
old city hospital which is at Fifth
and Husbands streets. They were
Licked up on being unfible to giv•.•
bond. • • •
Down In City.
Mr. Samuel Beadles, former Inc nt
hr of the police force; was able to
be down in the c tiyyesterday f•Er
the first time since being stricken
with a slight paralytic stroke ten
days since. He was one of .the
sleopped- by the
commissioners Monday night when
the department was reduced, accord-
ing to the ordinance adopted by the
city legislators.
has fallen into the
children, and the
drastic measures
obviate possi-
Faithful Old Negro Servant Re-
warded.
Owingsvifie, ry., Apfil 'a—Samuel
Giles, eighty-five years of age, a
negro, who lives three miles south of
here, received it draft today from
Mrs. General W It Draper, of Rope-
(Pale, Mass., calling for $50. These
drafts have been coming to Giles
from Mrs. Draper periodically for
several years. Mrs. Draper is a
daughter of the late General William
Preston, of Lexington, 'who formerly
owned vast tracts of land in this
county. Giles was a slave and was
owned by•the Preston family.
When the Mexican war began Wil-
liam Preston, who then lived in this
county, volunteered and went to the
front. Giles, who was devoted to his
young master. acconipanied him as a
bodty servant, serving Preston
As usual, the people get the worst, throughout the Mexican campaign
of it. With passes the politician did and fighting by his side. The two re-
travel some Now they sthy around turned to Kentucky after the Mexi-
home. can wae was over and remained until
a
Believe He Is The One,
Milton Risby, colored, is in jail at
Princeton, Ky.. awainting trial of
the charge of burglary. Patrolmen
Hurley and Singery believe he is
the darky who knocked in the head
stveral weeks ago with a rock,
George Backer, the retail grocer of
Ninth and Husbands streets.
Claim Notice.
McCracken Circuit Court. E. .0.
Thomas, administrator, etc.. Plff.,
agt. Equity, vs. Anthony Payne,
etc., defts.
Ordered that this action be re-
ferred to Cecil Reed. master com-
missioner, of this court Jo take
!roof of assets and liabilities of the
estate of Jinnie Payne. deceased,
and all persons having claims
against said estate are required to
properly verify and file the same,
before said commissioner, on or be-
fore the 5th day of May, 19;16 or
they will. be forever barred from as-
serting any claim against the essete
in the hands of the administrator,
unadministered; and all persons are
hereby enjoinel and restrained from
collecting their claims against said
estate except trough thiri suit.
Ordered that this order be published
in The Paducah Daily Register as
required by law:
This April 9th, rock.
A cop attest:
J. A. MILLER, clerk.
By R. R. Hay, D. C.
Judge Out Yesterday.
Judge I). L. Sanders was able to
be down in the city yesterday for
the first time in several weeks, he
having been confined at his home on
Ninth and Monroe streets, with ill-
EAS
r7i IS BUT A FEW DAYS AWAY, AND THERE MANY
THINGS YOU NEED. YOU'LL FEN113 MOST, IF NO ALL OF'
THEM, HERE AND HERE AT PLEASI4G PRICES WHICH *
SHOW A DISTINCT SAVING OVER HAT OTHER STORES)
ARE QUOTING.
Eastershoppitsulestions
, s
EVERY ONE ILLUSTRATES THE POWER OF AN HONEST
STORE TO OFFER RICH AND ATTRACTIVE GOODS EVElke
AT THE BROZMAN° OF THE SEASON, AT PRICES THAT
MUST PLEASE THE MOST ECONOMICALLY MINDED WOMEN.
Ladies' White Silk Waists, beautiful- New Wash Belt, white with eyeldt
..ly trimmed with lace insertion and ..embroidery
medalions $4.00
Ladies' White Waists, made of Lin-
genie Cloth trimmed with. open-
$1.50work insertion . 
Ladies' Black Gauze Lisle Hose
for . 250
Children's .black
for
Hose, ribbed,
 -0•••15.
Boys' extra heavy Hose
for 154.
Dainty and new feather Fans
for
Silk Fans painted
spangles  
and with
25e
$1.00
.$1.00
New paper Fans
for . 50 to 50*•
Flowered Ribbon, 3% inches wide
for  10*
Printed
for .
Warp Ribbons, very swell,,
1
50e
CARPE7S. RUGS, MATTINGS, LINOLEUMS AND CURTAINS—
BIG ASSORTMENTS AND EXCELLENT VALUES.
L. B. Ogilvie Co.,.
AGENTS FOR BUTTERICK PATTERNS.
BROADWAY AND FOURTH
WHERE YOUR MONEY GOES FURTHEST.
MAIM, [FINGER & CO.
•
Undertakers and Embalmers,
130 SOUTH THIRD!ST. 'PADUCA H. K N‘:
J. W. HUGHES
GENERAL INSUR.ANCE
116 Fraternity Building
Office Phone, 484-A
Residence Phone, 323
1 Slack Distasteful to Queen.
There is no morr:: consIderre
mistress "than Queen Alexandra. and
in many little ways she arranges for
the pleasure of her servants. It is I
her custom, for instance to invite the'
maids to form in line to see her when
she is dressed for great occasions.
The queen has set her face against
the unwritten law by which maids
shall wear black dresses in thb after-
noon. She likes her servants to wear
ordinary colored gowns and express-
cci desire when last Christmas
she distributed, as usual, patterns
from which the maids might choose
the dress which was her majesty's
gift.
BASE BALL AND
LAWN TENNIS GOODS.
WE ARE OFFERING SOME EXTRA BIG VALUES IN
BASE BALLS, MITTS, MASKS, BATS, ETC.
NEWEST PATTERNS OF LAWN TENNIA RACKETS.
SPECIAL VALUES IN TENNIS BALLS.
OUR POLICY IS TO CUT THE PRICE WHEN POSSIBLE.
•
Harb3ur's Book Department.
We will pay $1,00 for one of t he following cash sales tickets, Nos
3625, 3430, 3591, 3841, mo, 3816. T he first ticket brought to us gets the
$r.00.
-  J1111111111111111111111
520 Broadway, •
-E.  
BALDWIN PIANO
Scientifically Constructed and
....of the Highest Excellence....
It  AppealsIto the Artistic and ,Cultured Class and
Is a "Leader" for the dealer.
D. H. BALDWIN & CO.
W. T. MILLER, Agent.
PADUCAH, iv,.
110-1•abi•insniV 44111-1•MisSellisv•treeniH•111
J K. 
C,BINS 
ULS9N,
.0 _ ...PLO 
Steakand HO/ Water Heating.
Phone 133. 529 Broadway,
fke•IVIIN4110411e11111-
GUY NANCE, FRITZ KETTLER, M. NANCE.
Manager. Assistant. Embalmer.
• •
•
AIR BRAKE' TESTS zzs tocoaccrhYantilie.
anywise not-.ltdhe,
-
CHIEF AYLES 4 Mip ASSIST- ,
AM
)
/ HUGHES HERE WITH
AIR CAR.
. Mr. Flay ton Phelps Named Li
Ian 14ur Library of Railway Car-
en—Other Rail Clicks.
It
-Chief Airbrake Inspector E
Ilaylts, and Assistan M. G. Hughes
• ,s I. C. systetn are 
here
the knowledge of all train men 
in
- 
working of the brakes operated by
-- 
air. -The car tarried by them is
equipped with all the brakes of this
nature used on the system and 
the
men are tested in the operations.
• The ears 'will be here several days.
Comae's Library.
The Railway Carmen's union is
installing its library at their hall on
the third floor over Walker's drug
store at Fifth and Broadway. Mr.
Clayton Phelps has been made
librarian, and as fast as the books
arrive they are being installed at
the hall for use of the carmen. The
I. C. will donate them all the rail-
road literature they want.
'rransfe- ZrySt Resumed.
The broker. Incline piling over at
Brookport haa been vslantired, and
now the transfer boat is making its
regular transfer of trains as of old
before the piling broke.
Fireman Ailing.
Fireman W. A. Smith of the I. C.
at Fulton, Ky.. has been brought to
the railroad hospital here for treat-
• •
ment for nervous prostration.
Pay Car Coming.
▪ The I. C. pay car comes in next
Tuesday to pay off the employes
here.
Out on Bond.
Feist, accused of. murdering poor
Mrs. Mangrum whose body floated
down the Tennessee and Ohio rivers
to Cairo is out on bond of $1,00o.
Bast Ni. Dad, Hands Down.
During Lieutenant Grant's "plebe'
year at West Point about the time of
the mid-year examinations his father,
• 
Major General, then Brigadier Geli-
d eral. Frederick Dent Grant, became a
little anxious about the stand his son
was taking and wrote to the superin-
tendent of the academy, a classmate
of his, to ask his honest opinion as
4 to whether his tOR would pass the
mid-year examination The answer.
which came promptly. was brief and
to the '<hint and said: "Your son is
standing higher in all classes than
you stood in any one." neneral Grant
has never worried himself since
about his son's career.
LOUISVILLE OR OWENSBORO?
For the Annual State Fair—Claim
That One of Thews Two Cities
Should be Decided Upon.
Nothing ha to be decided in the
near future la hich is of more interest
to our people than the selection of
the city in which the annual state.
fair, created by the late legislature,
shall be located. It would he an out-
rage on Southern and Western Ken-
tucky to locate it at Lexington or
any other Bluegrass town. It would
mean that farmers and stock raisers
in this section were to be cu: off
from the benefits of the state fair, as
there are none who could afford to
attend it personally there, much less
ship and exhibit.
Louisville is probably the best lo-
cation. The metrouolis of the !teak,
the county seat of one of the !zest
farming counties in the state, rapidly
growing, with ample and cheap rail-
road and hotel facilities, splendidly
'governed under the cleanest adminis-
tration ever in the city. Louisville is
the natural choice of a large majority
of the people of the state.
If not Louisville, Owensboro
shbuid be selectedt This
4
•
a
i
The trouble with an elastic con-
ncc is that it is apt to fly back
and sting you.
EZAUTY IN THE LAUNDRY.
Open 1.117:n i owe WIde—Eow to Guhrd
Against '.1.c...L.ng Cold When
Hanging s..s, Clothes.
Somebody has discovered that laundry
work is goad for the cemplexion. ALti a
ew York girl, bearing the report, has
ut it to a practical test. She is doini
her own washing. And, thus far in her
experiment, she is able to report much
success, says a writer ip the Brooklyn.
Engle.
Just for fear all the women may start
in to do their own washing, so as to
have a nice skin, and for fear they may
start In wrosg. • - iln-;•:
letvuUltd. vs awning, no mat-
ter how beneficial, is hard work and it
would be a pity to do it in the wrong
way.
When you start In to Wash—soaking'
the clothes—be sure that the water is
clear and soft. Hard water injures the
hands and does the clothes no good.
Let the water be soft and clear. Filtered
water, softened by borax, would be best
for the hands. The next best. thing is
good rain water with plenty of borax
dissolved in the water.
To soak a shirtwaist, throw open the
windows and lift the shirtwaist high in
your hands. That gives the arm and
shoulder exercise. Dip it in the tub, lift
IL dip it again, aad keep on lifting and
dipping until durshirtwalat lager et thor-
oughly. Then let it lie in the deep
water.
Open the windows before you begin.
Working with closed windows, winter
or summer, is a poor plan. A close room
Injures the lungs and makes the com-
plexion muddy. Moreover, It is bad for
the tissues. Women with adipose tis-
sue invariably work in a warm room.
Washerwomen, cooks and housework-
ere of all kinds are almost always too
stout. They get fat in spite of the ex-
ercise they take. This is because the
room In which they work is too warm
and too close. It breeds a kind of un-
healthy fat. If they would throw open
the windows and breathe deeply tbey
would be a great deal better off. Hot air.
remember, makes you stout and it makes
you loggy. It makes your muscles soft
and your nerves unsteady. It gives the
:kin a dull, pudgy look, as though one
were made of putty.
aoalc your clothes in a cool room with
the windows open and remember that
all your laundry operations should be
conducted in the same way. The wash-
erwomen of France wash in theopen air
in a brook, rubbing their clothes against
the stones. .The air is clear and good;
the water Is cool and soft; the stoles af-
ford just the right amount of friction
and there Is always the brook in which
oae can wade and cool off. The girl who
can do her laundry work daily under
such circumstances would be blest In-
deed. She would be ladependent of
beauty parlors.
When she comes to the washing of
her clothes she must be careful. The air
must be good, the soap must be of the
best, the water must be *oft and she
must understand the art of getting all
the benefit possible. If she does it right
she will take a Turkish bath at no ex-
pense whatever; if she dose not do it
as she should do it she will be uncom-
fortable all the rest of the day.
Drees lightly Ind entirely In washYab-
ries. Wear no flannel next to the skin,
and if possible dress in two or three
garments. It would be very nice It one
could go barefoot, but there are very few
who can do this. Besides barefooted ness
tends to widen the foot and break down
the arch of the instep. Therefore it is
best to wear the shoes one is accustomed
to wearing.
The temperature of the room should be
000l, and there should be a draught
blowing through it.
Let your clothing be of the kind that
ean be taken off as soon as you have
finished your work, and put out to air.
Better still, wear a fresh suit for your
laundry work, a plain shirtwaist that
can be turned in at the neck, and a
calico skirt. This is an ideal laundry
work uniform. Don't dress up too much.
No one is going to see you.
Washing tile clothes in the hot suds
steams the skin and makes the complex-
ltn better. If the sweat stands out in
beads, so mach the better. You are get-
ting a Turkish bath. Never be afraid :o
sweat. The finest portions of the skin
are those that sweat the most profusely.
The palms of the hand. In spite of the
hard wor1 . they do.. are soft the chest
upon which the per-twit-anon breaks out
in beads Is tine and smooth. Sweat all
you can. It is good for you. Paddle in
the suds until you are wet with perspir-
"(ion.
It is a bad thing to suddenly check
the perspiration, and for this reason it
I. well to cool off 'a li•tle before going
out to hang up the clothes. Drink a glas3
of spring water, wash the hands in cold
water. Cool off little by little, taking
20.mihutes for it. Then go out and hang
up the clothes.
If you cool off too suddenly you will
elite( the perstitratton and the cold will
close the pores aud clog them. This will
give you a touch of rheumatism, which
can only be cured by steaming the nores
open again. If you find your back lame
from suddesnly going out in the cold air
you will have to apply hot cloths to open
the closed pores. In thie way, and In
this way only, will yon restore your
hack to limberness again.
Hanging up clothes is glorious 'liter-
al's. Put your laundry In a basket.
Balance the basket upon your head, and
start off. Hold your chin up; let your
head he erect; breathe through your nos-
trils and let your stride be long and
steady. ow, If ever, Is the time to
try deep breatiOng.
end It will give you outdoor exe
town is, too, centrally located, in a
splendid farming community, and, if
still some smaller than Louisville, it
is only because this splendid little
city' has only recently turned its at-
tention to merely getting bigger:
Heretofore it has been getting better.
—Bowling •Green Tittles Journal.
How the Lawyer Says It.
Thf re is a big difference between
a lawyer and a doctor. When a doe-
tOr gives a man an orange he simply
'ells to eat it and it will be good-
for him. If a lawyer give's you an
orange he will say: "I hereby give,
4 grant and convey to you all my in-
terest, right, title and of and in said
, orange, together with its rind, skin,
juice, pulp and pips, and all other
rights and advantages therein with
full power to bite, suck or otherwise
eat the same, or to give away 'with
or without the rind, skin or juice,
pulp or pips; anythig hereinbefore or
• in anyother deed or deeds, instru-
ments of any nature or kind whatso-
GUY NANCE
Undertaker and Embalmer,
PRIVATE AMBULANCE
for Sick and Injured Only.
us SOUTH THIRD STREET.
OPEN DAY AND NIGHT. OLD PHONE 69g.,
NEW PHONE 334. PADUCAH, KY.
Paducah Transfer Company
ancot Donned.)
(.ieneral Cartage Business,
Superior Facilities for
Handling Freight, vachinery
A1.41 tit,u,•chold Goods.
P. 1) Fitzpatrick,
Office
and and Monroe
Loth tioneb I,
Supt
•
all. In
• -
MY'
Do You Hesitate
to make your home comfortable, because you think the
expense connected with it will
be considerable? If you are trying to save
money by not having the necessary home
comforts, you arc doing injustice to your-
self and your family.
A modern bathroom is a necessity and it
should be equipped with Vtiegiare Ware.
We handle illmedare plumbing fixtures,
and willeally quote you prices.
ON 135 S. Fourth.,a Both
 4
C ENTto wilts for Lour big catalogue
RICtl 
most complete lisa of lit
eake
M111100 
TIRES and SUNDRIES
Itisy other manufacturer or dealer in the world.
DO NOT eur A BICYCLE
Prkm $
per pair.
Isitpodemo
from voyage,
St any price.
or on ear kind of terms, until you have received our complete Free Cata-
logues illustrsung mid describing every kind of high-grade and low-grade
bicycles, old patterns and latest models, and learn of our remarkable LOW
FRIULI and wonderful new offers made possible by selling from factory
direct to rider with no middlemen's profits.
not WISP ON APPROVAL triihout a mat &lard, Fay the Freight and
allow 10 Days Free Trial and make other liberal terms which no other
house in the world will do. You will learn everything and get much valu-
able information by simply writing us a postal.
We need • miter Aseeet in eiery town and can offer an opportunity
to make money to suitable young men who apply at once.
$8.50 PUNCTURE-PROOF TIRES " L Y
.80 siET.
tlls Will Safi NAILS. TACKS
Yea a Sairn_plo on GLASSWOWT LET
Po& tor Unify OUT Tin AIR
(CASH MM.! GAZE% $4.C)
NO MORE TROUBLE MIA PUBCTUREB.
Result of 15 years experience in tire
slaking. No danger from TIIIORNS. CAC-
TUS, PINS, NAILS. TACKS or GLASS
Serious punctures, like intentional knife cues, can
be vulcanized like any other tire.
Tee Nueeree Thousand pairs now in actual we. Over
Seventy-Ive Thousand pairs sold last year.
WaitleaRre (bleb rubber tread
"A^ and granetrure strips -it"
sad "13," also rim strip *4E"
ao prevent rim cutting. This
tiro will outlast any other
sasike--flOTT, ILL.ASTIO and
•
DerPfrNspetelaiPIrtgl ty of rubber, which uan ver becomes elamnts and which closes up small punctures
8 Made in all eires. It is lively and easy riding, very durable and lined inside
with9pt #00vetag the air to escape. We have hundreds of letter's from satisSed customers stating
that theireissa -have only been pumped up once or twice in • whole season. They weigh no more than
an ordinary tire, the puncture resisting qualities beiag given by several layers of thin, specially
prepared fabric on the tread. That • • Holding Back" sensation commonly felt when riding on asphalt
or soft roads is overcome by the patent "Basket Weave" tread which prevents all air from being
squeesed out between the tire and the road Outs overcomiug all suction. Tbe regular price of these
*esIs Salo per pair, but for advertising purposes we are makings special factory price to the rider
eV only $4_90 per pair. All orders shipped same day letter is received. We ship C.O.D. on approvaL
You do not pay a cent until you have examined and found them strictly as represented.
We will anew • flash disociant of 5 per zent (thereby making the price C4.55 per pair) if you send
TULL CASH WITH OltOkr: and enclose this advertisement. We will also send one nickel
plated brass hand pump and . Ssruppon metal puncture closers on full paid orders (these metal
puncture closers to be used In case of intentional knife cuts or heavy gashes). Tires to be returned
it OUR expense if for any reason they are not satisfactory on examination.
We are perfectly reliable and money sent to ris is lassie as in • bank_ Ask your Postmaster,
banker, Eapireas or Freight Agent OT the Editor of this paper about mi. If you order a par al
these tires, yea will And that they will ride easier, sun faster, wear better, last longer Ill=
leer than way Ore you have ever used or seen at any price. We know that you will be so well
that what am want a bicycle you will give us your order. We want you to send us a small trial
order at once, hence this remarkable tire offer.
bolit-up-whisola saddles. podals. _parts and repairs, andOCIASTER-BRAKES, everything in the bicycle line are sold by us at half theauluar
prices charged by dealers and repair 
write us 
aWrite for our big SUNDRY Fragw.or. Bur Imo a
1110 NOT WAIT but or aurae* of tires from 
PU 
anyone until you know the aew and
wasdeeeta offers we are making. It only costs a postal to learn everything. Write it ROW. •
MO CYCLE 001IPANY, L" CHICAGO, ILL
GREAT SALE
WALL PAPER STORE
Moved to  315 Broadway
1906 Models Ready for Inspetion.
Hajifl
The "Tribune," "Rambler," "Mb' !larch"
and °hnrierial"
Wheels are still in the lead. Before buying it will pay you to see
these fine models. We can save you money and offer them with the con-
viction that they are the best Bicycles that Brain, Skill and capital can
produce.
We sell on easy payments. Large stock Tires, Pumps, Bells, Sundries,
etc., at right prices.
"Old wheels taken in exchange." "Repair shop in full blast."
TI:2. OLE RELIABLE. - ifIrAnn
WILLIAMS BICYCLE COMPANY,
126 and ta8 North Fifth Street. Next to Kentucky Theatre.
_•
1
, Office Phone 36o.
We are now open
for siness at
121-123 N.
Fourth St.
FOREMANBROS.
Novelty Works.
EDGAR W. WHITTEMORE,
REAL E-'TATE AGENCY
PADUCAH REAL, ,..` WESTERN KENTUCKY FARM EMI
KONTI-ELY PAYMENT LOTS FOR INVESTMENT. VESTERN
KENTUCKY REAL ESTATE JOURNAL AND PRICE UST
FR U TO EVERYBODY. SIND FOR. IT.
11:1)6- Q W. wan-Immo**. Parks.--••• lee
Abram L. Well & Co
FIRE INSURANCE
Accident, Life, Liability, Steam Boiler-
Campbell Block.
- - 
Residence Phone 726
All Kinds Monuments and General Cemetery Work (Use
Green River Stone
THE BEST STONE ON THE MARKET for Monumental and
Building purposes, as it BLEACHES WHITE UPON EXPOS-
URE AND THEN RETAINS ITS WHITENESS: does not be-
come dark and discolosed.
LET ME TELL YOU MORE ABOUT IT
John S. Porteous Marble, Granite
and Stone Works.
SOLE AGENT, 16o9 TRIMBLE ST., PADUCAH, KY.
WE ARE NOW SHOWING THE BEST VALUES IN WALLPA-
PER THAT HAS EVER BEEN 
OFFERED.ER 
ENSURE
IT WILL PAY YOU TO SEE 'I HE BARGAINS WE HAVE TO L B U• EBOTYOU.: Imr IMO IRO IMO, lair cur gra erow low• 
For the next few days Wallpa-
per that is usually sold elsewhere
at 20 cents per roll, we will sell for
sell for 8c.
15c per roll.
. Paper usually sold at toe we will
.... Paper usuaIry 801d at lc wit urn]
sell at 5c.
We carry a large and complete
line of Picture Frames, Mouldings,
and Window Shades in all colors.
A large line of roofing and build
ing papers, canvass and tacks.
tintikt=1113======tt
i-7#.11ZINFAL-MONSIZI
C. C LEE. 315 hay.
General Insurance Agency
Officer,306 Broadway Phones:Office 385—Residence 1696
224 Broadway,
First-Class
Watch Work
BY EXPERT WATCH MAKERS
Prices Reasonable.
J. J. Bleich9
PADUCAH, KY.
,
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Why These Discfiginations?
A 4alocin man in discussing the ac-
tion's:* the Re-tail Liquor Dealers'
Monte Benefit Association in regard
to their decision to aid in the .enforce-
silent of the Sunday closing law, Stat-
ed that discriminations had been
made heretofore, and in order to put
all ,saloons on an equality that the
majority of the members of the as-
sociation had determined tha all
saloons must be kept closed on days
so required by the law.
This is a serious charge to make
against the authorities and one that
should be promptly and vigorously
sifted. The position of The Register
is, and has always been that every
mat, should be required to obey the
law, be he engaged in the saloon busi-
ness or any (Whet business. It is a
notorious fact, however, that certain
saloons in this city have kept . open
on Sundays and not molested by the
police. There must be a reason for
this, and the mayor and police com-
missioners should make it their busi-
ness to ascertain and let the people
of Paducah know just exactly why
the police department have the ef-
frontery to place themselves above
the law. The Register makes this
plain and unqualified statement that
either the police department of this
city knew of the flagrant and re-
peated violations of the law, or else
the department is totally incompetent
to see that the laws are enforced .in
this city.
If the taxpayers of this state and
city are electing representatives to
enact laws, and this city is paying a
force of men to enforce those laws,
and that force is drawing their sal-
aries and not hadering the service,
the citiiegs of Paducah are entitled
to know she reason.
Who is it that assumes the right to
say who *ball obey the law and who
may violate it with impunity? If he
be an officer, who is he? If men are
permitted to violate the law by an of-
ficer, What compensation does that
officer or those °Weer' receive di-
rectly or indirectly in return for over-
lookina, the ;nir,ctionst
Equal lights to tilf, and special
priviieg'eto, !Ririe,: is. an American
doctrine. That Can' Only be observed
by enforcing the laws-Without fear or
favor. A opsneasstaltOarincit conduct
his husinese • iritlejolating the
law, has no right to .do business.
The laws are not made to be passed
on by be officers charged with their
enforcement. They take an oath to
suppor+iliose /ens, and if they delib-
erately violate that oath, they have
no business in the pablic service. The
tened on a city is for any of its offi-
cers to assume the tight to say this
man or that man shall not violate
the law, or this man or that man
may do as he pleases.
The. Register has no part in any
fight that may exist between the
salooti keepers, but it does propose
to take a hand in demanding that
men drawing salarks from the pub-
lic treasury perform their duties or
be dismissed and their places filled
with men who will render the service
for which the taxpayers' money is
expended. Every bill from a mer-
chant is closely sanned, by the gen-
eral council and where the least doubt
exists about the city getting value
received or full weight and measure,
that bill is held up and investigated.
No such business system seems to
exist in the matter of the pay rolls.
If it is. good business policy to scruti-
nize all bills for material, it should
also be good policy to subject claims
require every fficer to perform his
duty or make w for another. The
discrimination in a- gar& to saloons is
but one instance that needs reform-
ing. And the wp to reform thing.,
is to stamp out every evil practice.
Wife and Son Versus Father.
Mrs. Dowie and Gladstone Dowie
•
wife and son of the old fraud Dowie
have known all along his career,
from the establishment of his
"Zion" in the old brick barn on
Stony Island avenue during the
Worlst's, fair, that he was a fraud
and a fakir. And' knowing the him=
bind and fasther to ;be satch and
Airing with him' in his .pleasurel
and, profits and crtuquests; it .would
Seem that the very acure of basest
ingratitude is that shown by Mrs.
DoWie and Gladstone. No wonder
the, old man curses them. They
ought to be cursed—so ought the
entire congregation.
The • expression may
but the fact is, "religion
in Paducah. And if the laborer is
worthy of his hire and keeps on
corralling sinful souls, there will
not be very many left on the side
of Satan. The very air and the
czone from the two great rivers
seems better and purer because of
the goodness of the good people.
that will control price
litre is a simple solution
Problem. Sow blue grass and tin'-
.
othy, put blooded cattle on the old
pastures; raise chickens and chil-
dren. Quit tobacco and be happy.
Stem 'rude;
is rampant"
Farming.
The farmers over Kentucky inter-
ested in the raising of tobacco arc
intending to form an organization
of tobacco.
of the
This is my -busy day,
—John Alexander Dowie.
My wife is possessed of the devil
and is not divorced from me,
—John Alexander Dowie
That on, Gladstone is a decendant
of Satan,
Yours truly,
John Alexander Dowie.
That traitorous weakling, Voliva,
richly deservA" the curse. of old
Dowie and the contempt of all man-
kind.
There'll be a hot time in Lion to-
day.
ODD FELLOWS
NEW LODGE
INSTALLATION POSTPONED
UNTIL' NEXT WEDNES-
DAY EVENING.
Medical Scciety Will
Evening With Dr.
—Hearne Board
Meet This
R. E. Hearne
of Works.
Mr. Turner Anderson, who has
charge, has postponed the installa-
tion of the new Odd Fellows lodge
Ito Mechanicsburg and Jersey, until
the evening of Wednesday, April
18th, on account, of the chter for 
COMPOSER;
PIECE'S OF MESSRS WALLER-
STEIN AND GILBTRT
RENDERED.
"Traveling Art Gallery" Leaves
Today En Route for. Chicago—
Social Evts."
- • -
During Henrietta. Creionsanse• per-
formance last evening at The Ken-
tucky, the orchestra played "Mary
Mary" the most recent composition
by this city's most talented young
man, Mr. Herbert Wallerstein, and
it brought forth much applause ,from
he .fashionable audience assembled
to witness the "Mary, Mary, Quite
Contrary" production by this. kad-
ing actress of the present day. -,T166.6
kvas the first time the piecriaas becn
,:endered in public and it received
most favorable mention not .ply by
the local critics, but Miss- Croatian
and her troupe who predict quite a,
brilliant future for the composer.
One of Professor Harry_ Gilbett's
pieces was rendered also and it
drew much praise from the audience
and theatrical people.
Traveling Art Gallery.
This morning there leaves for
Chicago the "Traveling Art Gallery"
which has been on exhibition here
since monday at Carnegie library,
under auspices of the Delphic and
Magazine clubs of this city, and
which is being witnessed by hun-
dreds of lovers of fine art. The
pictures displayed comprised col-
lections from the most eminent
painters of the present age, and
were the sources of huge delight to
many throngs viewing the 'talented
works. The Paducah ladies
placed amongst the display
some of the work of Photo-
grapher Will'am G. McFadden of
this city, and they showed up very
favorably with the productions that
are being shown over the country
by the Federation of Womenlit clubs
of the United States.
• • • - Yft:
Damiroiseh's Ogebastri.
Manager Thomas Roberts erilie
Kentucky has received a telegram
from the Walter Damrosch nrchea-
tra, asking for terms to appear here
May 5th. This is the fine collection
of talented musicians the Matinee
Musicale club is trying to sceure
Married Here Yesterday.
Yesterday afternoon at 3 o'clock
Justice Charles Emery united ;n
marriage Mrs. Minnie Todd 9f
Third and Adams streets, and Mr.
Eli T. Wells of Fountain Head,
Tenn. The ceremony was per-
formed at the home of the bride in
presence of a number of friends and
relatives.
This is the third venture for the
bride and fourth for the groom,
both of whom are well known peo-
ple.
---
Clarksville Nuptials Today.
This morning at 8.3o o'clock r.t
the Madison Methodist church :n
Clarksville, Tenn/ there CAB be
united in marriage Miss Anne Bell
Bringhurst of that city, and Mr.
Charles Young Brandao of Meridian.
Miss. Mir. Edward Bringliurst, the
Paducah shoe merchant, left yester-
day to attend the wedding, during
which he gives his sister away. The
bride has many Het:elle-hav-
ing often visited the family of her
uncle, Mr. B. H. Scott.
Fine photos at unheard of prices.
Riley & Cook.
EMBEZZLEMENT CHARGED
AGAINST BANK OFFICIALS.
rived, and will not for a fest days.
On the occasion of the installation
Grand Master A. W. Clements will
be present to conduct the cere-
monies.
Mr. Anderson has about forty-five
members for the new order, whils
enough to increase this to fifty will
be secured by tehinstitution date.
Medical Society.
This evening the regular meeting
of the McCracken County Medical
society will be held wh Dr. R.
E. Hearne at Fourth and Broadway.
The gathering was to have been
held with Dr. Harry F. Williamson,
but as he will be out of the city,
it occured with Dr. Hearne on the
same floor of that building.
Board of Works Meets. •
This afternoon the board of public
works holds its weekly meeting at
the city hall. A number of interest-
ing questions are before the .body
for consideration.
6
•  •.•
RACKETI
 STORE
1
EASTER IS ALMOST HERE MID W4 HAVE NEVER
BEEN AS BUSY.
THROUGHOUT OUR ENTIRE HOUSE YOU WILL FIND
THE NEWEST GOODS ALL PRICED AT MODEST FIGURES.
WE DO A CASH BUSINESS AND DO NOT HAVE TO ADD
THAT EXTRA PROFIT TO COVER THE LOSSES OF THE
CREDIT WAY OF DOING BUSINESS.
Muslin Underwear.
HAVE JUST RECEIVED OUR SECOND BIG SHIPMENT OF
MUSLIN UNDERWEAR. THIS IS THE "ROYAL" LINE. WE
OFFER SPECIAL VALUES IN GOWNS AND SKIRTS.
Gowns and Skirts.
THE NEWEST DESIGNS. OF GOOD MATERIALS, HAND-
soporxy TRIMMED AND MADE BY ONE OF THE FORE.
MOT MANUFACTURERS IN YANKEED0111.
"ROYAL" GOWNS—A DOZEN STYLES. INCLUDING "KIMO-
NA" AT aac AND Si.00.
• "ROYAL" GOWNS AT $2.213. $z.5o, 175. *Loa AND
$248.
Me Over so Per Cent. Jxpected to
' be Paid to Credibrs of
Pekin Bank...
Peoria, ill., April 7.—Charged with
embezzlement in connection with the
failure of the Ties Smith bank of Pe-
kin, on April 2, D. C. Smitb, presi-
dent of the bank; Conrad Luppe,
cashier, and Habbe Valde, Henry
Block and E. F. Unland, partners in
the concern, were arrested titre this
afternoon. The bankers gave bond,
and tonight were arrested again on a
second warrant sworn out by another
depositor. In the last arrtst D. C.
Smith, Jr., the bookkeeper, was also
included. 'Minds were again given
and the parties released. Thebankers
are the wealthiest and mala promi-
nent citizens of Tazewell county.
The failure of the bank is complete
and it is now estimated that not
above twenty per cent can be paid on
deposits, which amounted to $482,000
,
'A "gooseberry" is a• erosit, between
a chapetome and a catspaw
• 
Modern religion includes, the bath
tub as well as the baptismal font.
•
'ROYAL SKIRTS AT $5oc, aSc, liz.00, $5.75. Sri* $2.00,
UT& $3.98.
THERE ARE GOWNS, ALSO AT sac, soc and gic.
UnderweargSets to Match.
ONE -GOWN.
ON -LONG SHIRT,
ONE SHORT SHIRT.
ONE CORSET COVER,
ONE DRAWERA
ALL PUT UP IN A BOX. MATCHED PERFECTLY AS TO MA-
TERIALS AND TRIMMINGS. THE PRICES ARE $6.01, $to.00,
gra.00, and $16.30 A SET.
THERE IS ONLY A LIMITED NUMBE.R OF THESE SETS
CAN'T WE SHOW THEM TC YOU?
1248.
The Cheaper Garments.
SHORT SKIRTS 25C TO alk.
LADIES DRAWERS 25C, 29C. 33c AND 39c.
LONG SKIRTS AS CHEAP AS 39C
CHILDRENS DRAWERS roc.
A COMPLETE LINE OF INFANT AND CHILDRENS' DRESS-
ES AND SKIRTS AT ALL PRICES.
PURCELL &THOMPSON
407 BROADWAY. PADUCAH.
MIND DERANGED
ERNEST BELT'S REASON
SEEMS TO BE UNDER-
MINED.
He Was Taken Charge of at Dyers-
burg, Tenn., and Brought Here
This Morning.
This morning at 1:4o o'clock Ern-
est Belt of this city was brought in
from Dyersburg, Tenn., and is being
detained at the City Hall, pending
an investigation into his menta: con-
dition. He was brought here oy an
officer of that Tennessee city and
turned over to the authorities...
Young Belt is about twenty-two
years of age and has been emp:oyed
at the Bud Q.uarles saloon near the
union depot for some time. Last
week he went to Memphis seeking
another position, and was en route
back to this city, when last night
Acting Lieutenant James Clark of
the local police force received a long
distance telephone message _from
the Dyersburgchief stating that they
picked up and took charge of Belt
because of his peculiar actions. The
chief wanted to know what should be
done with him and he was instructed
to send some one here in charge of
the young fellow who was brought
in this morning on the East  _bouhd
passenger train.
The young man is a hi-tither of
Lou Belt the bartender of McNulty's
saloon at First and Broadway.
DENEEN ASKS FIFTY
MILLION FROM I. C.
Railway's Debt to Illinois May be
Subject to Inquiry for Corning
Special Session — Investiga-
tion is Complete.
Sitringfield, Ill., April co —Th.: state
of Illinois is in readiness to take im-
mediate and drastic steps to collect
from the Illinois Central Railway an
indebtedness ettimated at something
approaching $5o,000,000.
The extra session of the legislature
which begins Tuesday will consider
the proposition, and it is possible that
the primary law will have to take a
back seat when the sensational find-
ings of the investigators are made
public.
Governor Deneen. did not mention
the Illinois Central matter in the call
for the extra session, but stipulated
that one of the purposes is to make
2447—Futrell, F 16o7
lIarrison.
Like other commodities, telephons
service ftiould be paid acEording to
its value.
We have in the city about 2,800
subscribers or five times! many as
the Ind pendept Co., outside the city
and within the county we have 63
times as mahy subscribers as the In-
dependent Co. Yet we will place a
telephone in your- residence at the.
same rate the Independent Co. is
-suppoced to charge and provide in
addition, long distance facilities
which will enable you la-reach fifty
million peopte fom your home. Call
300 for further information.
EASTTENNESSEE TELEPHONE
,
__1413_1*..113b I
INT 
THAT PLEA ES
1Phones:
'NEW-
1 4 2 0
OLD—
, 202-R
1" Nr
StittStitteS=SSZMUSSOSONS
KENTUCKY PRINTING
COMPANY
121'S 4th St.
4,44444-1414.1-04.+444-H-1-1
Back of every Policy of
THE MUTUAL LIFE
of New York stands
The First AIWICSO Lite In-
surance Co. The Copley that
HAS EARNED MORE
for Policy-holders
HAS PAID MORE
to Policy-holders
AND HOLDS MORE
for Policy-holders X
IThan any other Compay in the
....World...
KY. 
Order your
EASTER SUITS
appropriations for contingent expen- act
from
1
se, of the governor's office.
of the state's fight aginst the rail-
purpose of paying for the prosecution
This is now known to be for the i•
roads. The last legislature appropri-
ated Sto,ocio foe the governor's contin-
gent fund, and this is now exhausted.
•
 0
Investigation Complete.
A force of (xpert accountants has
been investigating the comoanY
booka in Chicago for seventeen
weekty Two representatives of Gov-
ernor Deneen have been going
through the records in New York
and will leave there tonight, for
Springfield.
The investigation is practical!)
complete and is said to fully subirtan-
tiate every belief of the governor and
Attorney General Steer
New Wig and Suit On.
Wearing his new wig and a gray
suit, John D. Rockefeller strolled
from his house to the middle gate on
his estate at Lakewood. He was ac-
companied by a man believed to have
been John D. Archbold. Mr. Rocke-
feller appeared to be greatly interest-
ed in pointing out to his visitor the
new roads he has been building on
his estate.
Mr. Rockefeller was observed by
Jas. Steele, who got a good glimpse
of the Standard Oil chief, and de-
clares that he has aged at least five
years since last fall, lie was bent in
his walk, and Steele says his face
v. as rififs and drawn.
NEW TELEPHONE
SUBSCRIBERS.
Lin of new subscrttere added by
the East Tennessee Telephone coin-
parry today:
2448—Attebury, Walter, Res., 235
Farley.
3444—Bequette, J.,
2449--Berry, Dora,
Boyd.
2451a—Mitchell, S.
Res., 2'09 BrOld
Res., Ninth% and
E., 326 and 325
J' mpson
Tailor
Room 111, Fraternity Bldg
• • •
o •
S. NANNING SEARS, M. D.
Office 1707 Meyers St.
TIME FLIES
Telephone 377.
BE WISE AND Gri.T A GOOD
CLOCK OR HAVE YOUR PRES-
ENT ONES PUT IN FIRST-
CLASS ORDER. WE DO THE-
FINEST —KIM! —OF REPAIR
WORK ON ALL KINDS OF
CLOCKS AND WATCHES.
OUR CHARGES Mill ALWAYS.
MODERATE. WE CARRY A
COMPLETE LINE OF BEAUTI•
MIL JEWELRY.
•g J IL WANNER
JewelerSouth Third. M Res.
4280Broadway!.
--PHONE 77341.•
1•111, 
PABST BLUE RIBBON
BOTTLE BEER
Sold at
Gray's Buffet,
Palmer House Bar,
" L. A. Lagomersino,
Pictures, Diplomas, Certificates,
Water and Oil Colors,
' Mottos and Calanders
Framed right up to date in five mita—
utes tins, at the
PADUCAH MUSIC STORECOMPANY. Broady's/.
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
•••••••••...•••••••••••••••••••• 
•
NEW LOT
BURNING NOW
PEOPLE -OW FOUNTAIN.
AVENUE AND 'HARRISON
'.44
PURmI1f1DNE.
The Light Consaiittee Has Not Yet
• Decided Wn
 
,,They. Take Up:
Question s Plant.
rim*
147412,L etiv-
40- .41/
 . ,
Supt. Keebler of .t)it 5;,tx.s eleCtri.F
light -plant buttshig
FogoasUartgelseil-i parrisolf
itreet 'fbe' arc light!,
Moved to tiliat ittigqieetion whick
heretofore hSi been AR darkness, is
r5garde electric lit** The
dents of that vitinitf"iri highly
pleased over•'beitiegfiviPth4it"WiliV
many. aelephossed--ther superintendalat-'
after it was amend on last..egenawav
thanking he and the board of woks'
for tbe • aceonliniddifeill
Heretofore 414 lig14,4as blea
Fifth sad Masbaids mek&t keir the
citylApitstitai. 1$ It ea used for
years 
4
'way 'to 'the hos-
pital, but now that...the, ,institution
has abarteltaktect..the- "oil building
there and tniiveil, to Riverside hospi-
tal at Fourth; Lad Clay,. there is no
longer of any great need for the
"light at .F110 Ant' Husbands, so :t
was ordeced moved to the point on
Fountain avenue which has been
sadly in need of lights for a long
while, but none cottld be given on
account of the city's plant furnish-
ing power for as many lights as the
machinery could supply.
• The light .committee of the muni-
cipal legislative boards has not yet
decided when it will hold the meet-
ing, at which time they will take up
the question of getting together in-
formation, showing for what the
electrical supply houses will furnish
enough machinery to enlarge the
plant to 250 lights can be supplied
current around over the city. At
,'resent there are only 167 lights
bung awund town, but the suburbs
are hetiling. tos to rapidly, additions]
ones are needed, Pict the power-
house will have to be enlarged to
properly accommodate the demand.
SP
We are now in a position to furnish any style or kind of vehicle direct from the factory, thus saving you th•middleman's profit, as we are the down-town agents for the HARDY BUGGIES, made in Paducah, by Paducahworkmen and strictly guaranteed.
,
. Paducah Saddlery Company
Corner Fourth and „Jefferson Streets ,
WEAN SUNDAY
Retail Liquor Dealers. Offer Reward
for Convictions.
Believing that the Sunday liquor
laws of Paduttalt` should be tnforced
without partiality, the Retail Liquor
1)ealer's Mutual Benefit Association
of Paducah offer. the following:
Ses.00 REWARD
For the arrest and conviction,
subsequent to the date of this reward,
of any saloonkeeper, bartender, drug-
gist, drug clerk, any person connect-
ed with a quart liquor house, or any
other person or persons having li-
cense to sell spiritous, vinous or malt
liquor, in the city of Paducah. The
above reward will be paid for the first
four conditions .under said laws, of
any (oar distinct persons or firms.
Retail Liquor Dealer's Mutual
Benefit Nssociation.
by JOHN W. COUNTS.
ROCKEFELLER SAYS MONEY
DOESN'T BRING HAPPINESS.
Oil Magnate's Son ,Deplores Ten-
dency to Regard Earthly Posse.-
sions as Things Having
Worth.
—„
New York, April 9.—John D.
Rockefeller, Jr., discussing the pos-
session of wealth with his bible class,
in the Fifth Avenue Baptist church
this  morning, admitted there. was .no
happiness in merely having money,
and deplored what he said was the
tendehcy of the age to regard earthly
possessions as the things having
worth. It was a subleet he had pre-
viously avoided, but faced it when, in
a study of the Ten Conimandments,
he came to the Tenth, "Thou shalt
Dot covet." •
"Although a man may refrain from
many wrong acts,' be --sad, if .he has
evil thoughts'or desires evil thing 
is still breaking the law. ,I suppose
there is hardly a m.in'ergelwho does
not covet some of the•things which
others have. It is a natural impulse,
and yet a wrong impulse. We men
are apt to feel that,
 
we must have cRAysoN
things to be of any consequence or to
s4nd for anything in the community.
•!'While I will not gainsay the value
of things if rightly used, do not make
the Mistake That in the possession of
things is there usefulness in life or
is there goodness in life. And so
when the man for whorl?' you work or
with whom you work has things
which you have not, remember this
Tenth Commandment Do not let
youself covet the,things which are not
yours.
Can we point to a single indi-
vidual who has ever found real, last-
ing happiness in mere possession? To
have things does not make people
happy. Just mark my words if • yon
don't believe that today, because the
experience is invariably that the hay-
ing of things—solely the possession
of material wealth—does not bri
happiness. If you must, covet, thert
covet the good in snare'.
CONTRACT FOR
AMIENTRUSE
11111m11
•
MR- RODNEY whompsom2
WILL AWARD. CONTRACT
IN YEW DAYS.
•
Undertaker Guy Nance Has Re-
ceived From East His Flue
Vehicles—Other Matters.
Mr. Rodney Thompson. the
laundryman, will in a few days I.zt
the contract for the two story flat
building he contemplates erecting
on Washington between Fourth and
Fifth streets. It goes upeso the rear
3 ard of their present home at
Fourth street and have apartments
for accommodation of many families
ir.side. The plans have been com-
pleted some days by Ar hi ct O.
1). Schinidtt. •
41111.11Mm
New Undertakbur
Undertaker Guy Ná . th
'1 hird street has received his new
hearses ambulance and dead wagon,
rnd they are about the finest things
cver seen in this sectionsof the coun-
tor. They came from the East. The
ambulance is white and equipped
‘sith the latest up-to-date appliances,
while one hearse is white and the
..!her black, latter being of pure
olahogany and beautiful. The dead
i%agon is black also. The Aga are
all handsomely carved and equippei
with everything new ani progres-
sive in this line.
The Palmer Ihr.evatiottil.
Contractor .eorge Weikel has a
large force of men at work in the
basement of The Palmer, digging
out the dirt so the basement can be I
conversed into rooms for the laun-
dry, storage, furnace and other' de-
partments The men placed supports
underneath the first floor to prevent
it caving in. and are now bringing
the dirt out very rapidly.
Railroad Patent.
This afternoon at .1 u o'clock
Messrs. Samuel and Al Foreman.
will give a demonstration with their
railroad wreck preventing patent.
tsing for this purpose the stretch of
street railway track on Jefferson be-
tween Fountain avenue and the fair
grounds. Two street cars have
been rigged up for the test, Nos. 93
and 94, and a large ccowd Will be
out to see the apparatus work.
Home For Himself.
Contractor George Katterjohn is
preparing to erect for himself a
handsome residence on Jefferson
near Eleventh street. It will be a
two story brick structure costing
about tko024,_ ansLvesteeday ..he -put..
men to work clearing away the
grounds to make ready for the new
home which he will occupy himself
cn completing it.
Riley & Cook's Great Offer.
We will for a short time make you
one dozen Platinum pictures mount-
ed in nice folder, for $5. This is the
best offer ever made by any stngio in
this city. All other photos at re-
duccd prices. Call at our studio and
see what we have to offer before
making any engagements with any
other studio.
lotographically yours.
'RILEY & COOK.
Report of the condition of the
I FIRST  ,, 
RECOVEREBINAT1 10-tift BANK1 
I at Paducah, in
I 
,- 
- 
tucky, at the11111111 0110~91'T -
HAD HIS EYE KNOCKED OUT (qh. if;06.
AND LOST SOME
BRAINS:
Mr. Frank Bennett Suffering From
Painfully Mashed Finger—Dr.
.•• Pity*. ivsu of Injuries,
Calvin Grayson wa 'Yesterday dis-
missed from the Illinois Central
hospita)' 'by Chief Siirgeon D. G. -
Murrell, as he has recovered loom
his injuries that laid him up for two
mouths.
Grayson worked down on the
Memphis division of the road and
one day some one hit him in the fate
with a coupling pin, which knocked
out his eye and made a hole through
which sotue,of .hia brains oozed out.
For a' 'While his condition was ser-
ious, but Dr. Murrell.booskt. hin
around, on he being:gip* „km for
treatment.
1,44.44•40•••••••
Mashed His Finger.
Mr. Frank Bennett, manager of
the Rhodes
-Buford building on Jeff-
erson near Fourth street, is suffer-'ing from a painfully mashed finger
which got caught day before yes-
terday by a box weighing several
hundred pounds, which he was help-
ing lift at the time.
Up and About
Dr Elmer Davis of the Melber
sech..in of the county, is able to be
about again after laying up a whilz
DS result of painful injuries received
when he was thrown from his buggy
on the horse running away recently.
He was knocked unconscious by his
fall, but fortunately no bones were
broken.
Sojourning at Dawson.
City Weigher Nfendol Johnson ;s
sojourning at Dawson springs for
his health, but has not been there
taking the ,waters long enough for
the good effects to be Jett just yet.
r SUIT WYTHDIAWili.l
p 4
DuBois & Kolb Settled Indebted-
ness with Jeweler Pollock.
DuBois & Kolb yesterday filed
suit in the court of Justice Charles
Emery against Alexiandar Pollock,
for $337.50 claim due as rent. Pol-
lock is the new jeweler, who located
here and has been for a number of
months on the first floor of the
Empire Flat building on Broadway
near Seventh, which building is
,owned by Dubois and Kolb. Last
week he opened a branch house at
311 Broadway. and Dubois & Kolb
now sue him for rent of the other
place, and attach his stock.
Late in the afternoon the matter
was settled, and suit dismissed.
Bicycle Found.
Mr. Bougeno of South Third St..
notified _Acting Lieutenant James
Clark halt. evening that he had found
a Wheel lying in she alley by his
place of business. and took it in the
house where' it is being held for the
oener who can get it by calling. The
wheel is No 246,918.
WILL USE THE LAW
AND REGAIN HIS OWN.
Something Is Going to Happen
Today.
Chicago, April 10.—"Doctor" John
Alexander Dowie finished the first
stage of his long journey from
Me.•;cer -tsr Zion -City-
morning. He will not proceed to
Zion City immediately, but will re-
main in the city of Chicago until he
is armed with legal documents which
he believes will once more put him
in power in Zion City.
When the train rolled into the
station an immense throng was
tliere to get a glimpse of the "First
Apostle." He was given a most
spectacular welcome. Cries ranging
from the Zionist motto, "God be
with thee," down to the irreverent
"Good boy, Dowie," were showered
upon the old nsan in bewildering
confusion.
the
close
state of Ken-
business, April
Resources.
loans and Discounts 
Overdrafts, secured and
unsecured 
U. 
e uSlat
Bionnds to secure cir-
fronhums' on• t. Boridt
konds, secutess etc—
Due from National Banks
(not reserve agents 
Due from 'ffrIfF—'' Bardra-
and Bankers 
• 
apples and distilled at a still in
Due frith' approd re- 20.340.06
• Has Scored 
 Another Mark 
Servo
Cheeks
items
Notes of other National
Banks • 
Fractional paper currency,
nickels, and cents 
I.awful Money Reserve- in
Bank viz:
peeie 
; notes • i,b050/X).
kedediption fund with V.
t So'• Treasurer (5 pqr
ceui•:circulation)
i• • :
Total
agents
and other cash
31,775.00
$-03.670.70
3,556-39
65,000_.00
1,259.37
15,000.00
Alongside his kfure-debrated Wil-
low Spring Whisky he has added the
long needed and unobtainable pure57,799-02
1,040 03
o I Apple Brandy matle fro;in sweet mallow
11
4130120
9 245.00
122.67.,
28,775.00
3,25000
 
 770.197.24
liabilities.
Capital-•stock• paid it? Iteenstionota
Surpluis fund 
 
100w00.00
Undivided profits, less ex-
pe u se S and taxes paid . . 33,800.15
National Bank notes out-
standing 
 
64,550.00
Due to other National 
Banks 
 272.41
Due to State Banks and
Bankers 
 949.61
1 ndividual deposits subject
to check 
de-
posit 
 
353,248-215
Demand certificates of 
p,
252.00
Time Certificatesof de-. sit
I 107,124.80
Reserved for Taxes 10,000.00
•
Total 
 7701 97.24
State of Kentucky, County of Mc-
Cracken, as:
I, T. A. Baker, cashier of the
above-named bank, do solemnly
swear that the *Mt statement III
true to the beet, of ma knowledge
and belief.
T. A. BAKER, Cashier.
Subscribed and sworn to before
me this toth day of April, 1906.
DOW WILCOX.Notary Public.
My commission expires Jan-
uary z4th 1908.
Correct—Attest:
ROBT. L REEVES,
F 11.- RIEKE,
SAM I. LEVY,
Directors.
TOO HEAVY A LOAD.
Elevator in the Fraternity Building
Went Wrong Last Night.
Last evening too large a crowd
got upon the elevator at the Vga-
ternity building, while coming down
from the lndgerooms on the third
floor, and the affair broke slightly.
It will be repaired today and put
in running condition.
utiful mountains of T - where
the willows grow tall and n. and the
beautiful chrystal Water 'Yana from the
grove of Willow Spring, direct to the
still of Messrs Hennessee & Cd., Ma-
Minniville, Tenn., distillers.
Remember this apple brandy is the first that has ever reached Pad-
ucah direct from the still to be retailed by the drink. Remember that
the rectified and compounded apple brandy is more poisonous than
the vilest whisky that is compounded and rectified. Pure apple brandy is
higher in price than the average run of pure whiskkes and is scarcer
than whisky. Remember apple brandy would be recommended by all
physician for certain ailments of the hurravt 1-ody if they were E tire
they could get the pure brandy also; there would be more of it drank
if it were not for the rectified
Remember that the name
Gilberto's "Three Star" apple
under my personal supervision
red letters on the inside of
compounded stuff they have to drink.
of my. My brandy is bottled and sealed
brandy my Brandy is bottled and sealed
and none genuine unless my name in big
the lable next to the bottle which reads
Don Gilberto's pure apple brandy i year old zoo proof. The bottle will
contain 33 oz of the pure Three Stars apple brandy.
Bear in mind that this package will be subject at any time and
anywheri that the U. S. Revenue officials see fit to inspect it, (He has
a right to do so.)
Provided the seal has not been tampered with. Also I tender the
officers of the pure food law the same privilege as I do U. S. revenue
officer, as I am personally responsible for its purity, strength and
quantity. To be had only at "The White Deer" which is a symbol
of strength, purity and innocence. 116 S. Fourth St., Paducahu, Ky.
Tillman's Dispensary,
Senator Tillman has announced his
determination to maintain the dis-
pensary system in South Caro:, ..
and to combat what he calls a con-
spiracy formed by "the prohibition-
ists and the old bar-room element"
to destroy the dispensary and "ob-
tain control of the democratic party '
in his state. That is a very queer
statement which does not properly
present the situation. The prohibi-
tionists in South Carolina are oppos-
ing the dispensary because they op-
pose the liquor traffic in any form
and especially protest against a pol-
icy which makes the state a party to
the traffic for the profit that is in it.
The "old bar-room element" are op-
posing the dispensary because it
takes the trade out of their hands
and gives the state managers of the
traffic the opportunity for favoritism
and all the possibilities of graft.—
Nashville Banner
The water wagon is a reliable ye
hide that travels on dry land.
Aimlessness spends its time in go-
ing nowhere and coming back. .
WEAR
Lender LydoiN
$3.00e$3.
..SHOES..
EVERY IR A IR GUARANTEED
We Make Shoes to Order
309 Broadway, - - Paducah, Ky.
Incorporated. 
- Paducah Kell tucky.
irs......1...11"...r.ratafr.
•
•
1NT aUSION BY WIRE.
PRE VENTED BY HAVING 131.
CURT TFIRPHONE NUMBERS.
Private and Busintas 'Phones That
Are Not Listed-Efforts Made
by Outsiders to Discover
Them.
— 
-
"Tee, they call me'Sapphira," cheer-
fully admitted the operator of the tele-
phone switchboard in a large business
house, reports the New York Sun. "It's
because I'm such an accomplished liar,
you know.
"Rut, than, that is one of the things
I'm paid for; so it really isn't my fault
and I don't let it worry me. Perhaps the
most frequent lie I have to tell is when
I am asked about a dozen timea a day
If the pre/Went has a private telephone
tall-one not in the regular telephone
directory, you know. -
"Of course he has, he'd be in the In-
ane asylum if he hadn't; but he doesn't
want everybody to know it. The tel-
ephone was gutting such a nuisance to
business me., the: a lot of them have
had to de this.
"Now, uncle a ma's private tele.
phone rings he knows it really is a per-
sonal call, as only a few people have
his number. It is a direct call from 'Cen-
tral' and does not come over the regular
oflice switchboard at all.
"Every operator of a private switch-
board, and of course, every 'central,' is
charged with keeping these private tel-
.' *phone numbers strictly confidential.
People try lots of different war's to
worm th!s information out of e i-lt
they don't succeed."
' "It saves my time wonderftet.
having a private call," said a La' r.
really t ink this plan saved me true, s.
nervem, ereskdewn last year.
"My rivate secretary has charge of
the teteehone supposed by the unini-
tiated to be the only one by which I eau
be reached persenally. Nine times out
of ten the questions can be settled with-
out referring to me. OccasionaLy, of
course, have to speak to the pennon my-
self.
"But there was a time a few years ago
when I could not dictate so much as a
note to my stenographer without being
interrupted half a doieni times. That ex-
asperating little ling a-ling has been
the death knell to i limy a finely phrased
letter. As for 1.apot cant documents,
when dictating anything that required
serious thought I e-as obliged to have
an entirely separate room where I was
as absolutely 'out' as though in my home
uptown.
"While, of course, I did not pretend
to speak to every person who called for
me on the telephone, still I was called
very often. It is very different sow
Only a dozen or so persons know my pri-
vate call, and sometimes my telephone
does not ring more than once or twice
a day.
"The telephone is a mighty good serv-
ant, but with one's name in the public
teleehone directory it soon becomes a
hard master"
"Yes, our house number is private,"
said • woman who has many social du-
lies, "and we guard it as we do the fam-
ily jewels. Only our own direct circle
of friende are able to reach us by tel.
'phone.
•'As some one said to me the other day,
quite the height of modern Intimacy is
reached in the interchange of prieate
telephone numbers. And it is true.
"You wcuid be surprised to know the
lengths some people would go to discov-
er the number of a private wire. Why,
would you believe it, our stable is often
eallei up, end whoever happens to an-
swer is asked for our house number.
Yes, our telephone is now just what it
originally was and just what it should
be-a convenience and not a niusance."
Maiden Names in Other Lands.
When a woman is married in teals
country her maiden name is seldbui
teentione I. Many people to whom she
is very well known have never heard It.
In France. on the iseitrary, there are
coustant reminders of the earlier dig-
nity. In Belgium marriage does not ex-
tinguish it, for many married women
often combine the old name with the
new. Moreover, they pet the maiden
name last, thus giving it the greeter
distinction. We can illustrate this by
supposing the custom to prevail in this
country. en that case Miss Brown when
she married Mr. Robinson would have
her visiting cards printed: "Mrs. Rob-
insou-Brown." This double barreled
arrangement does not give the Belgian
wife a better social status than the
English wife's, but it is very soothing
to feminine pride.-London Chronicle.
Wisdom of the Chinese.
The verbal wisdom of -Thir-Chttreee-
has becom4 proverbiel, and appropri-
ately enough, it shows itself prominent-
ly in their proverbs. Many of these have
already been translated into English,
but here are a few more, from a collec-
tion by Herr Bruno Navarra, published
in Heidelberg, which may be weicbme:
"It is better not to be than not to be
anything." "Repentance is the dawn
of virtue." "Even the highest tower
stands on the ground." "Man thinks he
knows everything, but woman knows
better." "Even the mandarin of the
first •elass has poor relations." "The
carver of idols never worships idols; he
knows too well what they are made of."
"A day of grief is longer than a year of
joy." And so on.- T. P.'s Weekly.
He Rowed, She Steered.
The boat drifted on the clear lake.
The man and the maid were silent and
a little sad. "Dear," he said, "will you
float with me always-downahe stream
of life?"
"The same • - now"?" she whispered.
"The same as now." sale he.
"I will, gladly!" cried the yOung girl.
He, you see, vas rowing. doing all
the hard work. She had the helm. She
Inseted.-Minneapolis Journal.
AN OX RACE IN GERMANY. 
THE COLORS OF SYRIA.
Marevlous Warmth and Depth Mark
Beasts Rieden by Their Owners
Without Whip or Spurs, Is
the Landscapes of That
Country.
the Rule. 
The crowning glory of a Syrian land.
In many if the out of the way des ecape, however, Is its brilliant coloring,
tricts of Geenany ox racing has lone Before I left America it seemed to me
been a very popular sport. The en- that the vivid tints of Tissot's pictures
trance fee Le- the races is small, but must be exaggerated, but they fall short
the beasts i lust be ridden by their of the reality, says the World To-day. ere
owners. Th•- rider is not allowed to course, no artist can hope to reproduos
have either nhip or spur and he must
ride his anirial bareback, trusting to
his voice to glide the beast It is here
that the skill of the rider comes into
play, as everything depends upon the
training of t:.e ox and the ability of
the owner to direct his movements;
As the oxen do not race on a track
It is no Nosy matter to guide them.
The race cote e is a field, perhaps a
mile square, t le start being made at
-one side and the finish at the other.
Sped is of secondary importance in
the race. Like golf, the sport requires
accuracy, and Cie rider who can force
his .lumbering charger to go in a
straight line lertatn to 'win.
When all t eernpetitors are lined
up at the st point the signal to
begin the rac"ten. Then the fun
commences, ler, !a spite of the riders'
efforts, the steads usually refuse to
head toward the finish mark. Besides,
the difficulties are greatly increased
from the fact that t :c onlookers are al-
lowed to be in the field and may do
anything to interfere with the con-
testants so long 89 they do not touch
him or his beast. Though oxen are
naturally the least excitable of ant-
mals„ the noise of the spectators soon
reduces them to a state of utter be-
wilderment. Often an hour will pass
before one of the oxen is ridden under
the wire. The victor receives a small
uney prize, which is nothing corn-
-. v.-A to the honors brought him by this
.ictory, and the animal Is decorated
with garlands of flowers. Among the
peasants great events are reckoned
froth the time so-and-co won the cm
race
UTILIZING THE ASSASSIN.
EugLrh Wr:ter Suggests That He
Ls Turned Over to the
Doctors.
A irelical c, -respondent of the Lon-
don Lancet suggests thet murderers. In-
s:ea:1 of zing hanged, be turned over
to eoctore for experimentation. He de
sires for science the Pei vilege of studying
disease in the "laboratory of the human
body," and thinks that with this oppor
ttinity the scientist "could look fora rd
to almost end:es, possibilities." Ot
these possibilities, observes the Phila-
delphia Ledger, he neglects to set forth
details, although mentioning transfer-
ence of bovine tuberculosis and the
spread of cancer as profitable and inter-
esting problems, the solution of which
would be promoted by this plan. He
would use the murderer as a field for the
malign microbe, and turn his tissues
later into a }ousting place for a tilt with
the beneficent opposing germ. Science,
looking on with eye alert, would referee
the contest and make record of results.
Moreover, so sweet is the faith that in
the correspondent abides, he is confident
the murderer would acquiesce in the
scheme of dying slowly, rejoicing not to
have his last pang accentuated by the
presence of the uncultured hangman.
The proposition is not new, nor, for
reasons easy to cite, can it be made
°pretty*. That the chance of being de-
voured by cancer or phthisis would, as
an alternative, be seized with eagerness
Is an assumption that falls to appeal to
the judgment, tempered as this must be
by humane impulses. And it is of lit-
tle consequence. The change would be
the substitution of torture for quick fl..
patch, and be on a plane with the Chinese
method known as "the death of a thou-
sand cuts," a title grimly explanatory of
the process.
Keesages in Ancient Times.
Carrying messages in olden times
called for much Ingenuity. "Nothing
In the world," wrote Herodotus, "la
borne so swiftly as messages by the
Persian eolitiers." They had ewer a
hundred stations, each a day's journey
from the other, and • regular service
of riders carried mrsseees ta ael fro
at the rates of frorn 60 in 100 miles a
day. They had OW "through coo
Hera" too, for in the case of a ape
daily confidential message, the text
was tattooed on the shaven head of a
man, whose bait was allowed to grow
before he began his journey, so that
his letter might be concealed until he
reached his goal, where, of course, he
would be reahaved.
Boers Revere Buller.
In a letter to an English friend a
SnueheAtelcatolartner  writes: "Many 
of the fighting Boers have told me they
are quite willing to erect a statue to
Gen. Buller's memory in this country
They declare he is the only man who
came out to fight them in a straight-
forward manner."
Pride, Not Anger,
Mies Prism-Don't let your dog bite
me, little boy.
Little Boy-He won't bite, ma'am.
"But he is showing his teeth."
"Certainly he is. ma'am, and if you
had Is good teeth as he has you'd
show 'em, too."-Stray Stories.
Pity of It.
"A pretty woman's lips," remarked
the sentimental youth, "remind me of
a rose."
"Yes," rejoined the ex-bachelor, "and
her tongue reminds me of the thorn."
--Chicago Daily News.
Big Inducement.
Dolly-Every title you call, you
make love to me. I'm getting tired ot
it. Hew can I induce you to stop it?
Cholly-Marry me and I'll promise
never to make love to you again.-
Cleveluid Lewitt'.
the marvelous warmth and depth of the
colors in an eastern landscape, or to
imitate the vague, soft hues that are so
characteristic of the Syrian atmosphere;
but it would be almost as impossible for
him to find tints that were overbrig'ht or
to arrange them in an order too daring
to be matched by the Syrian sun.
The very nights are full of color. The
moonlight is so brilliant that it is easy
to read a guide book; and, even on a
moonless night, and in the wilderness,
far from any city's glare, the starlight
has been so bright that I could see the
second hand of my watch and could find
quite a distinct shadow cast by Jupiter.
A moonlit scene at home gives only the
impression of .light spots and dark
spots; everything is black or white of
gray, but here in Syria the moonlight
shows all the colorsof the rainbow. The
green of the trees and grain, the red of
the tile roofs, the blue of sea and sky,
and the white of the distant mountain*
are softer and more delicate, but hard.
ly less distinct, one from another, than
in the sunlight.
But the sunset colors are the best of
all, especially where the mountains
come close to the sea. I hesitate to com-
pare Beirut with Naples; yet we have as
clear skies here, the sweep of the bay is
much the same, and, instead of smoky
Vesterius, there is the splendid range of
Lebanon, culminating in Jebel Sunnite
almost twice as high u the Italian
mountain, and for half the year crowned
with dazzling snow.
RUSSIAN PARISH PRIEST.
How He Is Regarded by Peasants
Over Whom He Wields
Power.
"Our priest," says the young Russian
peasant, who, through the mouth of
Ernest Poole, in Everybody's, describes
"The Night That Made Me a Revolu-
tionist," "had been the priest to our
grandfather. All of us children, and
even our mother 40 years before, had
been baptized by him. He was a tall,
thin, hard-eyed old man, in a black
gown; he had along beard and stiff locks
of gray hair down over his shoulders;
his bony face was always tight and
stern; his eyes were dull; his deep voice
was slow and never had a glad sound
In it. He had no friends, but just rode
along the mountain roads alone; all of
us children, and even the old people,
were afraid of him.
"Once, when I was very small, I was
driving a goat, with my little sister on
his back. The old goat was so solemn
that-tont.- rick, fat merchants driving
by stopped and laughed: The priest was
with them. When they laughed he, too,
tried to smile kindly at us. That was
the only time I ever saw him try, and
the smile was just a grin, with no Me
In it There was an eld story that his
wife had not been afraid and had
bossed him, but even she got worn out
end ran away. He never opened his
mouth except for two things. Either
tie spoke to God, chanting prayers and
masses, or else he spoke to the peasants,
growling: 'Pay, pay.'"
MEN WHO WEAR SKIRTS.
in the Orlent Wearing of Trousers Is
the Exception Instead of
the Rue.
If there is one thing presumably cer-
tain on this earth, in tneopinien of most
et us, it is that skirt's are essentially
feminine, and that tna special feature
of masculine attire Is it bifurcated gar-
ment. But nothing is further from the
truth. aMrms the Baffalo Commercial,
which prcceeds to prove what it asserts.
To this day the majority of the male ele-
ment of the human yea+, aq Jar as it
wears clothes at all, is skirted. The man
or woman who goes east will see skirted
men everywhere-Arabs, Cashmeres,
Punlabs, Burmans. Chinese, Japanese,
Malays, to mention only a few. "The
trousers of the western world; though
they seem to the untraveled eye as Ax
ed
and unalterable as the Pyramids, are but
a passing fashion in the history of male
attire," says a writer in the Boston
Transcript. The fashions of the east
en -lure, while those of the WV41t are ever
changing. That is true. Yet the bifur-
cated garment-the forked radish stye
-commends itself to the progressive
Japanese of to-day. Men who do thine;
In war. athletics ene business In these
air/ cermet eats, -rkeetre
klmonas. When the western racer"
cease to hustle and sit down to meditate
they may discard troust es and revert to
the ancient oriental styles.
All Navies Growing Larger.
About half a century ago England
took notice of one fleet only. the
Fren Now thingn have changed.
Japan has revealed her natal power:
Italy has a fairly good navy! Wilhelm
II. rules over Germany and has an-
nounced that the country's future wee,
fare must be sought for on the seas;
the Unite.' Stet'. wish to have no
rivals On the ocsan and Randal' te-
ginning to rebuild her Beet.
Fat, /treaty Part
"Huzza!" cried the first old man,
smoothing the near lealskin cud cft his
overcoat. "I have a part that suits .me
perfectly as last."
"What. is it?" asked the second
heavy.
,I.t is the part of a recluse, and IS
the seconi ice. I have to coOktynd eat
a me- r of reeil Lee:a:lest Mates met
eaUeage."- Loata Globe-Demcc rat.
IN THE FIRST OPEN CAR.
True Tale of an Everyday Incident
Which Had Ronuuitie Fur-
nishing-a.
The girl sat in the last seat of the
first open car of the season, looking
back at the long vista of the street
they were fast leaving behind them.
Her hands were full of impedimenta,
though that word is perhaps more cor-
rectly applied to articles nearer the
feet. But • purse, a handkerchief, a
letter and several small parcels do
Impede one's progress, especially if
one be a pretty maid with a pride in
one's long, much beruffied skirts, re
lates the Chicago Record-Herald.
Her parasol-the first of the season,
too-she placed beside her. She meal
have been thinking deep thoughts, for
It was with a start that she sIgnale0
the conductor to stop the car-a start
that showed she had almost forgetter
her destination.
She slighted hurriedly. The MU
started. Then a little flutter of the
burdened hands, a gasp that was al,
most audible, and an agonized con
traction of the pretty brows told the
man who had teat beside her that she
had forgotten something besides the
destination.
He was a man who thought quickly
In an instant he had seen, seized, ant
held aloft her parasol. She noddee
vigorously, motioning him to throw
to her. It was all done quickly, bu
the car, pitiless as time, was moving
steadily, relentlessly away from her
The space between it eau Rer was eon
its-ally Increasing.
The man Iinitated. It was such a
pretty perANOL Suchmines at chif-
fon., ,
She was lkdloiring the árlit a little
dog trot, but it was leaving her fru
behind. It had Wisest reached the
next corner.
The man waved the parasol at the
conductor. The car stopped. Every
one watched while he ran to tha cot.
new, carefully placed the fluffy, forgot
ten thing on the sidewalk, then ran
back to the car.
The girl waved her hand in grateful
recognition. He waved his in-renun-
ciation, perhaps.
As she reached the parasol a hand
some young negro stooped to pick ii
up and courteously handed it to her
as she exclaimed: "It is mine, thank
you."
But he was not a fairy prince-they
are always blond and blue-eyed, wilt'
golden hair. At ' the man who shoted
have received the tribute of her smiles
was leaving her far behind.
For this, you see, is a true store' •
And so they did not marry and live
happy ever after. Perhaps he was
married already and his dinner was
writing for him. At any rate, he saved
his carfare.
CONTRACT WITH A SULTAN
How an American Woman Put
Through • Five-KiLlion-Dol-
lar Deal.
The story of an loterview teat ones
took place between Mrs. Reader and
the sultan of Johore, India. is thus re-
lated by Met Wfilior Tompkins is
EverybocWi:-
"She named her conditions; the
right to issue $5,000,000 worth of six
per cent. bonds; 120,000 acres of land
extending along the 120 miles of
track; tin mines-but here royalty de
murred a kttle; he thought he would
keep all the tin mines. For the hest
time the young contractor slipped into
feminine processes of reasoning awl
set aside for a moment the urgent
business-full enthusiasm of the pro
moter for tbe display of the human
girl who sees her pet project in dan-
ger of failure.
"'But you are so rich, you know
you don't need all those mines,' she
argued, 'and we do!'
"The sultan conceded the mines.
From an oriental point of view the
experience was perhaps cheap at the
price. He conceded the $5,000,000
worth of bonds. the 120,000 acres of
!and. At the end of their three hours'
talk Ella Rawls had in her possess.on
a $5,000.000 contract to build a rail-
road serene the state of Johore. and its
ruler had secured on fair terms a
means to wealth and civilization, the
need of which Icould no longer be ig-
nored. She had come to him at the
psychological moment, when the con-
tract was ripe for giving; she had
shown herself clear-treaded and reso-
lute master of the facts and frankly
open in her statements; she had de-
manded much, knowing the value of
what she gave, but there 'had been ass
s.gn of sharpness, of trying to steal an
advantage. No doubt to one emus
--to-.ha_agirtroached_lay_ Indirect 
Methods, by gifts and flatteries, there
was a wholesome convincingness in
this novel experienee, a welcome
promise of good faith. At all events
he accepted freely and wholly."
Looks Like Ms Turn.
The Optimist-Pay no attention to
knockers. They said the telephone
couldn't' work. 'They said the tele-
graph wouldn't work.
The Pessimist-Well?
The Optimist-And now they
'lying machine won't work.
The Pessimist-And even a keocker
is apt to be right some time -Chicago
sun.
in Wit Shoe Store.
"How is it.," asked the visitor, "that
all your clerks nearly break their
necks to wait on Mrs. Gotrox? You
ion't permit tipping, do you?"
"No," replied the proprietor. "It's
this way. She has a No. 4 foot."
"Yea."
"And she's willing to take • No. 4
ihoe."-Chicago Sun.
say the
B-sal Enjoyment.
"Yes, you can spend the day at
erandpa's; but be a good boy or your
papa will whip you."
eYes'm."
• "I don't see how you get so much
enjoyment out of talking to grandpa."
"I get him to tell me about the lick-
in's he used to give pop."-Houston
Post.
gerrietallION.
"Which do you like best, mamma, Mo-
gan or Beethoven?"
"Why, I like Beethoven best, I think."
"I'm so glad, for I've just broken the
bust of Mozart in .he parlor!"-File-
gende Blaetter.
Curious.
t r•erer saw a barnacle a-growing on • ham
I never slaw a star-flab with • star,
I've ne‘, r seen a window ass—I've sees •
window blind;
But 1 r.t%er saw carbune;es ens ear.
One Advantage.
Mrs. Donough-Aren't you dreadful-
ly put out when your congregatios
goes to sleep while you are preaching?
Dr. Fourthly-Not at all, my dear
madam. I can preach the same set.
won again and nobody will know the
difference, you see -Cleveland Leader.
Impressive Sermon. .
Wife (returning from church to het
husband, who hid stayed at home)--
You should have heard Dr. Doe's ser-
mon this morning, my dear. I don't
know when anything has made such
a profound Impression on me. I think
It will make a better woman of me as
kng as I live.
Husband-Did you walk home?
Wife-0, no: I triolt a car, and, do
von know, John, the ronductdt 'beret
asked me for my fare, and so I sare4
a nickel. Wasn't I lucky?-litrac A
bsurd.
Stories. I "Don't you lik
e to sit here and see all
_ of the girls in their bathing suits?"
The Truth. I "Who over sa* all of a. girl tuber bath..
The Editor-What have yen written lag suit?"-Houston Poet.
about the death of that bright young
Jenkins? When She Loves Him.
The Irish Reporter-Something nate “Does it take Brown and his wife lo
ng
leAves a brilliant future behind hire "Only till his neat pay-day."-K141 
Whi 403IBroadway'
Natural Sequence.
Green-Did you ever bear of an km-
movable object being struck by an irre-
sistible force!
Brown-Yes.
Green-What was the result?
Brown-Both the women talked them-
Salves boarse.-Chic.. go Daily News.
Rock, ye
land Honey
 
Compound
Overcoming Difficulties.
hiascagnl-Brown-I tell you, Ethel. I
must have quiet if I'm to do any work!
Mrs. Mascagni-Brown-Well, my pat
I must co9k dinner.
M.ascsgfsi-Brown--Ohi If that's the
difficulty, we can soon remove that. l'U
give up work for a few weeks!
Social Problems.
Lumber Yard Lem-I hain't seen
Weary Willie around lately.
Seven League Saunders--No; he's dis-
guised himself as a college professor an'
Livia' as one o' dem. He's via' to write
a magazine article on der lives hab-
its -Puck.
Per Variety's Sake.
Mrs. Oldun-Dal you marry for love
or for money?
Mrs. Gagurl -Well, sometimes for
one and sometimes for the other.-
Cleveland Leader.
Of Course.
"Did you ever ride in a boreal*u
cat riager
"Sure. Did you think I was born be-
fore baby buggies were invented?"-
Houston Post.
, Discovered.
"Why is this cheese an full of
notes?"
"That's all right. It needs all the
fresh air it can get."- -Cleveland
Leader.
Observation.
Mother-Yea, Tommy, the doctor
brought the baby.
Johnny-Well, ma, he ain't very
good at matching samples, 'is le? -N.
1L-hitan.
Not a drink, but a seasonable -01'fp.
aration especially adapted for coughs
and colds accompanied by fever as in
La Gripp, etc.
Very Palatable.
50e and $I_ Bottles.
BACON'S
DRUG5TORIES.1 , •
7th & Jackson eta phone see& Clay Sta.. phone ed.
Dr. Sidney &nit!)
DENTIST.
Office over Globe Bank and Trod
Co., eoti Broadway.
Henry's
Headache
Powders
Will be keenly appreciated
after a trial by people who suf-
fer from headaches-severe or
fluid, occasional or chronic.:
They never• fail to
GIVE QUICK
RELIEF
ECasing the pain in a very few
ilinutes
J. C. Oehlschlaeuer
DRUGGIST
SIXTH AND BROADWAY
TELEPHONE 113.
-
ALBEN W. BARKLEY,
Atterney-at-Law
Room No. s.
Columbia Bldg.
Paducah,
Kentucky.
E. H. PURYEAR,
Attorney at-Law
Rooms s and 6 Register Bailding,
sae 2-3 Broadway, Paducah, Ky,
New Pbcrbe ego.
SPECIALTIES:
Abstracting of Titles,
Insurance, Corporation sad
Real WSW* Lava
In connection with the best Foam-
tai service, Zach Hayes has added
a fine line of
15
• a-
and will continue to keep up the rep- ,6
utation ow fountain hes for magrs.4-
cent Ice Cream Don't .forget.
Queer Pelitics.
Wyld-Some queer things in politica
Ryer-For instance?
Wyld-A fellow has to set up the
Liquids to make himself solid.-Judge.
Stirring Incidents.
Alice-Don't you think a cook book is
fascinating reading?
Clara-Yes, indeed. It eontains se
many stirring incidents,-Jadge.
Anoteer Instance.
Weary WI:lie SPC the Jay; had
take a bath before going in battle.
Dusty Rhodes-What was it dat Sher.
man said about wart-N. Sun.
Candy
to
Warren & Warren
giJewelers.
sir, wIn5lIn' irk wit ti these wort "Hi to make up after they have quarreled?"
_ . waukee St '4: fol.
HAYES
SEVENTH ,AND BROADWAY.
TEL. est.
AN....
 EDISON
STANDARD '
PHONOGRAPH
Will bring pleasure ve your
home during the long winter
evenings. They are playing
now at our store. Come in
and hear them. Tfuli
Want one. Big selection al
records.
ja
MONTANA MAN'S DOG WOLP
Species of Canine That Is Tame, Yet
Partakes of the Wild
in Looks.
I was smokine my pipe in the gable
of an old timer wito lives on ,Muddy
creek in southeastern Montana when
I happened to look out of the window
and saw an animal pass by that for
• moment I tok to be a red wolf, re-
lates a writer In Forest and Stream.
I said to the old man: "What have
you got out there?" and he replied:
"Yes; I am glad you spoke about that;
I wanted you to See them pups."
Then, while we walked out of doors,
he told me that be bad a litter of six
pupa, half gray wolf and half ordinary
domestic dog, sad that he had two of
these puppies still about the house, the
other four having been given away.
The wolflike animal, with four or
dye other dogs, was stalls:ling near •
• 
wagon clad to the house, and when
called galloped cheerfully to us, war
ging its tail and twisting its body, and
thrust bil nom into the band of each
of um, amides # enjoy the pats and
careaset 900,14 Iiered. In color it
wee rsdd semirwhat the oolor of
NOT ALWAYS BEAUTIFUL.
Models for Artists Are in Many
Cases Quite Plain of
Feature.
"Ong of the most preposterous ideas
In existence is that regarding the pay
of models and their physical attrao
titration," Mr. Robert Bringhurst says.
"In this country a majority of the
models are employed in art schools
or by instructors of classes in paint-
ing, drawing or modeling, and for
purposes of instruction any figure is
good enough.
"A budding artist can learn to draw
and paint, study anatomy and propor-
tion, just as well from a homely
model as from ape that is surpassing-
ly beautiful. There Is no need of
the latter at all. If one presents her-
self, all well and good, but as the
schools and instructors are entirely
Independent in their needs she must
be content with the same pay that
rules for all in this clam, which is
generally not more than $ dollar for
a threo-hour peeing memo. As the
work is, after all, only unskilled labor,
h Is an exeeptionany good rate of pay
at that. What obtains hero also ob-
the rummerf coat of a doer, yet hard- tains for mere than half as model
Ily so bright; Usage was more of a work abroad, yet the aversive pontos
brown in it. On the tall the hair lay always conjures up a dream of loveli-
parallel to the skin and did not stand
out am It bees on the brush or a fox
or the tail of • wolf or eotiiie. On
the'etter hand, the shape of the crea-
ture was -that of a gray wolf, which It
als0 'entailed in stse.
These pups are great thieves. and
Otago halm to be kept out of their
way or they will steal them. They
canDot hark. BOD114110WD UMW =NU;
to try to do so, ea* koala oat
regular wolf bowl. 
WHAT MIKE'S FOREMAN DID
As Concisely Described by Mike
Himself for the Benefit
of Jury.
One of Eddie Foy's stories relates to
ttis egperieneas as • juror. It Illus.
trates the value of concise expression.
"When I was on the jury," says Foy,
"one of the cases I heard was that
of • laborer against the employer in
whose foundry he had been injured.
The foreman of the foundry testified,
and then the attorney for the plaintiff
called Michael Shea.
"'Mike,' inquired the lawyer. 'do
you know the gentleman who has just
left the stand?
" 'Sure I do.'
"'What does he do at the foundry?
"'He's the foreman.'
'What are his duties an foreman?
"'Well, I don't know, .or.'
"'Surely you know what the fore-
man's duties are,' said the barrister.
'You work under him, don't you?
'Tea. He's me boss.'
" Well, then. He draws pay for b.
lag your bow, and he mutt do some-
thing to earn that pay. Now, what
does be do?
"Mike scratched his bead for a mo.
ment. looked at the ceiling, and then.
• smile coming to hM lips, be an-
swered: What does he do? Well, sor,
we do what he tells us—that's what
he do'
"And with this definition of the do
ties of a foreman we were compelled
to be content."
HONOR OF THE CHINESE.
Englishman from China Gives His
Opinion of the Sly Ce-
lestials.
- --
"Chinamen are, as a rule, very honor-
able In busincies matters, but it must nut
be taken far granted that Iiitegrity
universal with them." said Mr. H. M
Lakin, of Shanghai. accoruiug to an el
change.
"I have lived In the orient for mar),
years. nod hate rad extensive dealing.
with all sorts of eastern eeople. There
is a &eying that a Chinaman's word is
his not's!. and this is very true from the
fact that I t Ian r.tre thlrg for them
make any oiler than a verhal,coutraet.
So It happens that what •celestial tells
you he will Jo will be performed in a
great majority of rases. The fact re-
mains, however, that you've got to pick
your man in China just the same as in
any other country. Ah Sin has his coun-
terparts in his native land, and every
European over there can tell you of his
experiences with tricky Chinamen.
"I do not believe that a Chinaman Is
any more honest than ilis fellow-man at
other nationalities, as le shown by the
4 vast ansonet of mating which perme-
-Stae-Slwassietited--peatical the
Moire. The individual Chinese busi-
ness man is straight In his dealings
largely because .t is a mead!' of neces-
sity."
Monkey with Spectacles.
In the Breslau somogical garden
there is a spider monkey which was
operated upon for cataract and now
wears glasses. For more than a year
atter It was received at the zoo it
was very healthy and lively, then it
became very quiet, ceased to play, and
crouched in a corner. It was exam-
ined and found to be suffering from
eat .ract, so was Immediately taken to
the eye hospital and 
-perated upon.
In less than a month it was fitted with
a pair of spectacles, which it wears
with becoming gravity.
The Waiter's Mistake.
The waiter in the cafe of the dowa-
town hotel did not mean to be rude. Tito
mistake was purely a social error.
"What will you have next, lady?" the
waiter askel with !be courtesy that be-
COInell .v.g , tot
"Don't addles§ me as 'lady!'" de-
mended the guest, with some show of
trritat
"Excuse me. ma'am." replied the
'Waiter. "but all of us is liable to mate
esiLetakes"—San Fest:dace ChrrinIcia,
noes when an artist's seeded is 
tr 
men-
tioned and 'amioetates the oriAlrfth
ranuneratioa of a &Mar n.,11111.111 an
hour.
"Of course, where an eaglet requires
a particular kind cf model• no matter
what the especial rreuireeseat may be,
the law of supply ask dentate stops
In and regulates PaY, for ens %Ma& is
acmordaaes with its inexorable man.
Oats If the supply of that sort of
model I. short the price runs high.
I have heard of models who received
several dollars an hour. But there are
too many satisfactory individuals will-
ing to pose for whatever they can get
to make such a condition any other
than most exceptional."
BUCKEYE INCASED IN GOLD
New Orleans Man Values Very Highly
Lis "Lucky" Horse
Chestnut
"I wouldn't sell that thing for $1,000
It I lost it I'd hunt for it like the
knights of King Arthur hunted the
Holy Grail. That thing exorcised a
hoodoo that hung about me for five
years. That thing stays with me till
I die."
All this, with great eenviction, says
the Kansas City Star. about a little
buckeye incased in a small gold cage
that bung on the watch fob of Herbert
Herring, a New Orleans man.
"Up to September 7, 1900. I had
been the victim of bag luct of one
sort and another," he said. "That day
I was going to Galveston. It was Fri
day. I recollect that the train was
delayed half a dozen times before it
reached the city. and I was fuming
We got there at last and just as I
was leaving my car I saw this buck.
eye lying en the opposite seat. I
picked It up and put it in my pocket
had irtended going to the Bitch
hotel that night. but after picking up
that buckeye I suddenly changed my
mind. A good meny guests at the
Black hotel perished in the flood next
night
"hater on at New Orleans T was out
fishing in a catboat with three other
men A squall struck us. The others,
who could swim, were drowned I
can't swim a stroke but I had my
buckeye and I was saved. After that
I had the thing fixed in this gold case.
And that's why I treasure it."
Forel-la's Jewelry Center.
Pforzheim Is a city of about 65,000
pooulaticn ant is devoted almost ex-
clusively to the manufacture of jewel-
ry, there being about 600 factories
where jewelry Is made. It is the jew-
elry center of Europe The various
manulacturcre are very energetic aud
are cereful to study the wants of their
customers aed endeavor to please them
reearling d ?fens, pricer' and terms of
sale. Fr ;m present Indications tbe
shipment of jewelry to the Philippines
will amount to about $109.000 for the
fiscal year. With the American mane-
facturrr's advantage in distnnce and
machincry—as much of the Pforzheim
jewelry is made by hand —it sppeais
that we rhould capture more of the
trade of the islands.
Influence of Irving.
To Irving more than any other man
is due the change thal has taken place
in Loot= in remant-seara-
nositicn of actnrs—a change which has
come %Man my own memory. writes
S Nadal, in Scribner's?. When I
first went to London in 187ti to,re were
no actors In society When I came bac%
In 1877 there were a good many of
them to he gen ab-u'. The:e was
growing up a dociEy %latch N23 corn
posed of succeteful trusts. the new
rich people. and . t0,11 professional
classes, with a F.,prinkli sr of such of
the older society alt had a fancy for
art and the theater. In that society
the aetore had not only a good, but a
distingeished place.
Queer !enemy Lew.
In Spain drug stores are permitted
to rell drugs all del on Sunday, but
to deal in perfumery on that (ley is
unlawful. Candy cannot lawfu:ly be
sold later than 11 e'elock in the fora
noon unless no elerks or assistants are
employed. Proprietors may keep open
all day if they de the work themselves.
1 Russia Then and Now.Times have not (banged much in acentury. In 1801' it was said that Al-
exander I. rode In a procession through
the streets of St. Petersburg precadel
by the usassIns of his grandfather,
followed 1,r 1 1'.of,r, of La (ether en"
ees'eni.deil wy AS %.tia:•
GETTING BACK TO NATURE
French Peasant Who Had His Own
Idea of France's Principal
Danger.
The French peasant who, since the
days of the revolution, has turned all
France into a kind of walled garden,
Is still closely in touch with nature,
and in spite of agitators and politi-
cians, his presence in the suffrage, to
which he brings the (ruse and cunning
of the fields, mal-e for national'
health. In proof of this, says Youth's
Companion, is a little scene reproduced
by one of the authors of "Sketches on,
the Old Road Through France to
Florence."
Between Argentan and Alencon the
writer fell to conversing with a peas-
ant who, with immense patience, was
engaged in stirring the earth with
vigor into harvests. He also professed
himself interested in politics and eco-
nomics, and willingly talked on these
subjects.
"There is only one thing," the peas-
ant said, at last, "that Prance has
to fear."
"Yon mean," said the writer, "this
religious question—the dispute with
church and pope?"
"No, I don't mean that."
"Do you think there's. any, fur of
another German war?"
"I don't - know. I wasiet thinking
of that."
"I inmost you are not afraid of sce
deism?"
"14qe, at alt"
"Well, then, what is the mai thilIS
Patz has to tear?"m
;1 said the peasant, and went
on digging.
A SPANIARD'S INVENTION.
Ingenious Apparatus for the Control
of Distant Electric
Power.
Telekine Is the inventton of Don
Bernardo Torres Quevedo, a distin-
guished Spanish engineer, who has
been experimenting successfully with
an apparatus for the control of dile
tant electric power by means of wire-
less telegraphy. He intends to ap-
ply his invention to vessels and made
his public trials with them. The
transmitting station was a wirelese
telegraphic apparatus. The boat car-
ried a battery of accumulators, a ma
tor for driving the propeller, another
for the rudderr and two servo motors
for operating the mechanism of the
other motors The servo motors were
connected directly with the telekino,
wherewith they formed a single ap
paratus. Hertz wives were received
by the telekino; this controls the servo
motors, which sent currents either to
control the rudder motor or the pro
'seller motor so as to govern both the
steering and the propulsion of the
boat. Taking up his position at the
transmitting station, Senor Quevedo
began manipulating the transmitter,
whereupon the boat, captaining nu-
merous press repre-entatives, as it by
magic. slowly moved forward, gradu-
ally attaining • high speed, turning,
twisting, tacking, advancing, or re
ceding just as if it were being guided
by an expert steersman. The boat ex-
ecuted all manner of maneuvers with.
out A hitch under the sole guidance of
the Inventor on shore.
VETERAN POSTMASTERS.
two Who Have Served Uncle Sam
in That Capacity for Very
Long Periods.
Another of the many instances
where faithful sere ice has proved 3
barrier against interference for politi
cal reasons with the service of a
Massachusetts postmaster is that of
John S. Fay, of Marlboro. who has
been in charge of that office since
April 26, 1865, when he WAS appointed
by President Johnson at a salary of
$1,100. He had been successively re-
appointed, twice by Grant, once by
H. ::r' Arthur, Harrison and McKin-
ley, sad came under Mr. Cleveland's
special care in each of his two terms.
Mr. Fay has over two years yet to
serve under the reappointment given
by President Roosevelt February 28,
1,903, when the salary was advanced to
$2,500 per year.
Milo T. Winchester in believed '3
hold the long-service record as post-
master. He is still performing his Mi-
tres In charge of the office at South
Amenia, Duchess county, New York,
under the commission first given him
July 10, 1849. The record, etas held for
many years -WrItoswell Beardsley at
the North Lansing (N. y.) office. Ile
was appointed June 28, 1828, and
served until his death, November X
1902, at the age of 93.
Liquor and Insurance.
At the annual meeting of the AD-
stainers' and General Insurance coin
pany held in Birmingham recently tits
chairman announced that the mortal!.
ty rate, favorable to the company, os
the lives insured had again been main.
tamed and that In the 21 years of the
company's existence the mortality had
not yet exceeded 60 per cent. of what
might have been expected from the
ordinary standard table of the Insti-
tute of Actuaries, which represented
an enormous saving of interest on cap-
hal that otherwise would have been
paid in claims. He attributed the sat-
isfactory Mortality record largely t.)
the members abstaining from the use
of alcoholic liquor.
Electricity in Siberia.
Almost all the towns In Siberia are
havi for street use and
Incandescent light. for houses, and
the larger proportion of the people in
Siberia have never seen gas, which
they r;gard as an illtiminent of r. set
ADULTERATION OF FOOD. WEALTH IN BLACK SANDS.
Convictions for This Offense Have
Been Numerous in Ger-
many.
---
Consul General Guenther, of Freak-. 
fort, reports that during the year 1903
8,09L persons were convicted in Ger-
many for adulteration of articles of
food. In 1902 the convictions were
larger, a decrease of six per cent. being
noted for 1903. The largest number 01
convictions occurred at Berlin, where
an increase from 698 in 1902 to 645 in
1903 is shown. tor producing and keep-
ing for sale and consumption unwhole-
some articles of food 748 persons were,
convicted in 1903, against 894 in 19011.
This large increase is due to the effects
of the inspection law of June 3, 1900.
In Berlin 59 persons were convicted for
violating the provisions of this law,
alfahuit a in 1902. For knowingly v10-
1aUng the rules with reference to ani-
mal epidemics, especially those for the
gre4libition of imports to proves And-
orpeit, as well as the re
'
prevent odutagion in the t tWn
of pnlinals by railroad and lot' ey111-
ful nee of ;Moles lianle to a
Melon* disesteem begOre
931'perioni wee convtetisamkaingt Li
173 in 1902, 'showing • ditlingsfi of 24'
per -cent. For knowingly 1111
repletion* for preventing the spread
of infectious diseases 59 Daisons were
convicted, against 67 in 1902.
ooa
NEW RULES OF ARITHMETIC
byQueer Difficulties Nncoinfeted
Mathematicians of a Gen-
eration Ago.
Parents who undertake to andel
their children in the preparation 01
their school lessons encounter some
queer difficulties, says the New York
Press. Long division, for instance, pre
sents stumbling blocks that trip up the
wisest minds of a generation ago. In
that benighted age youthful students of
arithmetic were taught that in an ex-
ample in long division the divisor was
placed at the left of the dividend, the
quotient on the right, while the re-
mainder was written at the end of the
Quotient. Old fogies who have dropped
hepelessly behind the times now at-
tempt to introduce those antiquated
methods when tutoring their offspring,
but the youngsters scornfully correct
them_
"Oh, that isn't right," they explain.
'You must put it down this way':
Then, .according to present-day in-
etruction, they put the quotient above
the dividend and set the remainder in
the little crook on the right formerly
Occupied by the quotient. Before these
eccentricities of modern education the
parent sits amazed and helpless, trying
to prepare himself for the next innova-
tion, which will probably be to make
the figures upside down.
FASHIONS IN HARNESS.
-- --
Horses of the Present Day Not
Tricked Out as in Former
Times.
Probably not half a dozen horses are
Oomparisoned to-day as they were 20
years ago, says Country Life in Amen.
ea_ Harness in this country then was
distinctly American it1 type, as was
the horse of a decade earlier, but if
that harness, whether for gig or care
riage, were to be seen on the drive or
In the park to-day it would be greeted
with supreme ridicule, although it was
than considered the proper thing
Whatever may have been our ()einem§
then, we now know what is right. It
was only a matter of education and we
were apt scholars. A score of years
ago the horse show descended upon
us anti found us with good native
horses and poor native harness. 11
was apparent to all beholders that
something was wrong, and when later
one or two animals were shown in
English harness the "something
wrong" was plainly understood. A
great change leas npefleil, which was
no sooner recognized than made. aex,
to-day, with the exception of the dress
of the speedway horse, the English
type of harness is used everywhere.
MOST COSTLY LEATHER.
That Made from Walrus Hide,
Which It Takes Years
to Tan.
"We have had," said a dealer, "writ-
rue leather two Inches thick, such
ng worth iboul gir/0 a side, bring.
Ing, as it does, $2.50 a pound.
"It takes four or live years to tan a
walrus hide of that thickness. If the
hide Is not thoroughly and perfectly
tanned the raw strip left in the middle
will turn as hard and smooth as iron
"It takes two or three years to tan
Inch thick walrus, and the leather of
that thickneos calls for $1.25 a pound,
three-Quarter inch walrus, bringing 75
cents a pound by. the side.
'Walrus leather is used chiefly for
polishing purposes by manufacturing
jewelers It is cut into discs, which
are mounted as wheels. Walrus is a
durable leather and it is especially
desirable ir this use because it pol.
!ghee withelo scratching."
Analysis.
wot Is a plailaneropitet?"
"Well, it's like this—if I were to
swipe a quarter from ye when ye
wasn't lookin', an' den offer to give
ye a dime, if ye'd promise to buy a
toot'brush wit it, I'd be one of them
things."—Life.
The iXvisicik.
Edgar—In winter the ice man bee
•ympapthY
Onee-- And the WC man your
et—
Report of Geological Survey on Inves-
tigations of Deposits in This
Country.
The geological survey has issued s
supplementary report on its investiga-
tion of the black sand deposits and
promises further information as the
work progresses. It was not under-
stood when the work was started how
widespread the demand would be for
tests and information nor how valua-
ble the sands would prove. But it has
developed into a work cf magnitude
and importance.
Dr. David T. Day of the survey has
had charge of the experimental work
from the start. The survey has so far
examined about one-third of the depos-
its in the United States, and managed
to keep up its work on the Pacific coast
about six weeks longer than the ap-
propriation was expected to run the
party. Since the first report on the
work was made, the investigation has
been principally confined to the exam-
ination of large collections of concen-
trates collected by the survey and con-
tributed by various mining companies.
Several of the by-products of the sands
will doubtless be commercially valua-
ble. Inquiries have been addressed to
several of the consumers of these arti-
ties, and it has been found that there
will be *ready market for them.
Monazite from the Pacific beaches
contains various percentages of thoria,
Used In the manufacture of incandes-
cent gas mantles. Zircon is also found
exceptionally pure, and is available for
the same purpose. Chromic iron ore
has been experimented with In the
manufacture of refractory furnace lin-
ings in California. No previous use
had been found for ilmenite, but on re-
ceipt or samples at certain eastern
manufactories It was found that it was
adaetabie to certain electrical purposes.
Its utilization from the black sand de-
pends on favorable freight rates, and
these are being sought. Magenite has
been found, and is manufactured, into
eaesfartory pencils for arc lights, and
also has been successfully used in steel
manufacture.
It Is thought that the next urgent
deficiency bill will contain a provision
for continuing the work.
CANADIANS AND AMERICANS
Difference in Modes of Living and
Doing Business of the Two
Peoples.
Writing of the differances between
Canadians and Americans a corre-
spondent says: "The differences are
mostly of degree; the superb self-con-
fidence of the average American wom-
an, ae she walks abroad, the licensed
obtrusiveness of children, the perpet-
ual degeneracy of conversation into
story-telling--these characteristics are
less marked in Canada than in the
states. In fact, Canada presents as
yet a sub-American variety of civilisa-
tion, though in some ways rapidly as-
similating to the states. Physically
the Canadian seems to be a sturdier
stock of heavier build, slower moving
and less nervous than the American.
This is particularly applicable to the
women, whose movements and conver-
sation are quieter, and who are with-
out the hunted look in the eyes which
marks so many Americans.
"It may be that the colder
exercises some moderating influence,
but probably the chief explanation of
these differences lies in the fact that
bred; there are few hrge cities, and
even the dwellers In these cities keep
up a more constant contact with coun-
try life. Nowhere in Canadian cities
does one see the profusion of luxury
and waste visible In New York or Chi-
cago; though most persoiei seem to live
in fair comfort, there le po class of
millionaires dominating 'society' and
making the form and ice for servile
imitrelon among the less wealthy
classes.
"Hunting and fishing. with their ac-
companiments of camping out, play a
large part In the national life, sport
not having degenerated into the mere-
most Canadians are country born nni)
ly gambling and epectatorial habits.
Altogether the Canadian lives a health-
ful life. Even busy cities like Toronto
and Montreal conduct their business
life more quietly than cities of corre-
apoonding caliber In the United States."
Marriage Licensee Abridged.
Consul Conant, of Windsor, reports
that the secretary's department of the
prqyince QL Ontario It Pluth%v^ring to
prevent the issuing of marriage li-
censes at frontier points in that prov-
ince to persons from the American
side, which is a flourishing business
particularly at Windsor. The attor-
ney general has recently handed down
an opinion that such licenses should
not be issued. In general the ruling
of the attorney general is that the li-
censes should not be issued to people
who are not bona fide residents of the
province, and the provincial secretary's
department will try to enforce this
ruling. License Issuers and minis-
ters on the frontier will naturally sot
ter financially, and those at Windsor
to a greater extent than others.
Greatest Floating Dock
By the end of 1907 the port of Ham-
burg will possess the greatest floating
dock in the world. It is now under
construction at Hamburg, and is, to
have an accommodation capacity of
36,000 tons. Its length will be 520
to
put
tio
fal
cal
Medical Congress.
congress of medical men is ROOD
held in Paris to devise means for
ng a stop to the illegal competi-
af "witch doctors," bone setters,
healers, and every kind of medi-
k."
Lemon Ci 1 Tonic
IS A GENERAL TONI6C.
A CERTAIN CHILL CURE.
A PURE BLOOD REMEDY.
WILL CURE NERVOUS TROO.
BLS 'AND WILL RESTORE THE
WEAK AND SICKLY TO Pax
FECT HEALTH,
FOR SALE AT ALL DEM
STORES.
R. T. LIGHTFrIOT,
—LAW V E
WI) practice in ail courts of Kos.
tacky.
DR. W. C. EUBANKS.
5 (Homeopathist.
Os
 
3°6R.sMencBre,"dintSig BrYoad—Zie. 1"
Phone Le.
J. C. nourno7 awn. lad
FLOUR N 0 Y & REED
LAWYERS
Rooms to, Tr and is, Columbia Bids
PADUCAH, KY.
Dr. B. T. Hall
Office with Drs. Rivers & Rivers, ups
Nort hitifth, Both Phone sm.
Residence to4: Clay, Old Phone tine
EXCURSION
St. Louis and Tennessee Rive/ Pack-
et company—the cheapest and beet
excursion out of Paducah.
$8.00 tor the Round
Trip to lennessee river
and return.
It is a trip of pleasure, comfort
and rest; good service, g Oasts,
good rooms, etc. Boats w each
Wednesday and Saturday 5 p. m.
For other information apply to Jas,
Koger, superintendent; Frank L
Brown, agent
A. S. DABNEY
—DENTIST—
Truehart
it T. Rivers, M. D.
OFFICE r le NORTH FIFTU
TELEPHONES
Residence 201 Office su
DR. R. E. HEARNE
BROOKHILL BUILDING.
TELEPTIONE NO. 444.
J. K. HENDRICK. J. G. MILLED
W/d,
Hendrick, Miller
and Marble.
LAWYERS
T, 2 and 1 Register Build-
ing. 52.y 1-2 Broadway.
Practice in all the courts of the
State. Both phuties 31,
0. D. Schmidt
Architect and Superintendent.
eor Fraternity Building.
Old Phone tga Red; New Phone se.
Paducah, Kentucky.
DR. ROBT. J. RIVERS
:so NORTH FIFTH STREET
Both Phones 355
Office hours S to TO IL in, I to p
p.m. and 7 to 9 p.m.
Or. Childress
EYE, EAR, NCSE AND
THROAT.
Office and Residence, Rooms 3 and a.
T1
Phone too- -Red.
_
OLIVER, OLIVER & M'GREGOR,
LAWYER S.
OFFICES: Benton. Ky., rest bank
Marshall County; Paducah, Ity.,
Room 114 'Fratermity
Nor Phone Tu. Old Phone yo3.
tat_
r-d
'• w
a.
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Reliable
Drug Store
We put only the
purest and freshest drugs,
and axactly the drugs
your doctor orders, into the pre-
scriptiessa you bring to us. We
never make mistakes-our pre-
scription clerks are too expert for
that. And we don;t charge high
prices-far from it.
We carry many excellent pro-
prietary medicines. Feeling
bilious or jaundiced? Suffering
from constipation, torpid liver,
eich headaches? Try ltexall
Maar Salts.
This is the most satiefectory
Liver-Remedy we've ever
handled, and we know its
formula. It stimulates
and regulates the action
of the liver and bow-
els without griping.
Pleasant and ef-
fective. Sold
with the
Rexalt
guaran-
e e .
Iii/111•• 'McPherson, Sole Agent
WANTS 
Wiefee'Ell-teor U. S. Arrny;
died unmarried ..grin between
at- a* 35; Iciniens of the
tates; of godil character and
temperate habits, who can speak, read
and write Eoglish. For information
liPidir to Mee'ruiting offices, New
Richmond HOW. Paducah, Ky.
R0081& fOT Mit as 123 North Sev-
enth, with bath and modern conveni-
ences: 
.
TOR RENT.--Fiacen acre "truck
,siepittch," one-half mile from Paducah,
for cash or on shares. C. C. Grass-
ham, Traeheart
- 4 --
WHITE dining room girls Wanted
. at Hotel Craig, Fifth and Jefferson.
$75o.00 improved farm near Maxon
Mills. 37 acres, easy terms. Apply
,613 Eroaci.way. ,
' 
„ WANTED-By single young lady,
- board and room in private family.
Addreids; Jr. I. Care Register office.
• FOR RENT-Three unfurnished
rooms, 133 North Third street.
•
• WANTED-,Cook at 313 North
Ninth street. 4 4
Ptrii RENT -- Residence, Ninth
and Jefferson. Telephone Geo. C.
.ri, ,Hughes.
• 
, LOST OR STOLEN-One dark.
bay pony, blind in left eye, known
as ."Tom Orr". pony. Return
Bark.dalc Bros. company, and re-
ceive reward.
WANTED-Large size safe.
'Phone 338, a.
%N. High Price for Old Letters.
When the library _of the lat.
Thomas Nast and the autogroth let-
-tees he. received from many' noted
persons were said in the Merwin-
Clayton ealesrooMs, in East Twen-
tieth street, the letters of Mark
Twain brought much the higher
price.
Mark Tvvain's letter written from
Hartford in 11477 to Nast and sug-
tiest0, _ joint lecturing tour brotight
the /* fit price of the sale, $43, and
was. honight by E -E. ffhongrah. who
bought three other 'twain Iftters for
gn, US and $29.:reettectively.
For a letter from James G. Blaine
oi iiinuary 31, 188o, protesting.againq
a e.*toon representing him as an In-
dian in war paint, $5 was paid. A
letter from James Fenimore Cooper
brought $9.5o. Gen. Grant's letters
to Nese sold for $18, $17 and six for
$11,40!
We are ilosing out our
tthTBUNCH MU.K SUFFERED AGONIES
FOR FOUR YEARS(Continued From First Page.)hoard memters present, decided this
was best and it carried, despite the
attempts of Me. Sutherland to keep
men at the depot maintained by the
road which ciaploybehim. Myself and
Mir. Clark want -to shoulder the en-
tire responsieility for • the act, and
we want to state that we are not
like Commissioner Sutherland, we
having no "y how streaks" down our
hacks.
"If Mr. Sut'terland is looking after
the interests ef the people so much,
why did he ge t up in the 'board meet-
ing Mlonday night, pat/. the air and
fight the matter, saylnleelee was will-
ing that the eetire cut should be made
down in the business pale of town
and the commercial honsee left with
no eprotection whatever, simply in
order that not'' of the men be taken
away from 1 ': company's depot?
The people's ' rests is not what 'he
is looking gee': lee thinks the higher
officials of tle: railroad will see his
interview, Wherein he fights to keep
four men at the depot, and that this
will make him solid with the road
which gives him a job.
"Why Mr. Sutherland actually
isought to have 'be men taken from
any place, anywjlere, just so the
depot force was not bothered. The
I. C. has a yard full of special police
employed, and if the depot beat is
of so muds importance, ' let them
work their men around there, and
not through Mr. Sutherland', deprive
•ee balance of the city the curtailed
e otection that is bad enough with a
-eon force of only eighteen men.
' "Another thing putting Mr. 4tither..
land in a bad light," said Commis-
sioner Bonds, "is that when the poi-
lice hoard was organized sieveral years
ago an iron-clad compact was enter-
ed into that ?Pee board as a whole
should stand for its actions, and no
commissioner claim to the public
they were for this and that. but being
in the ntinori'y the others downed
him.'
'The depot has no need of a police
except at train times,' and not often
then. Mr. Sfitheiland has got a
'big yellowestreile 'down his back and
wants to get'eolill with the road of-
ficials. that's ati.iihe 'matter with him.
Keself and Mfr. Clerk ordered the
depot force eut dpvin and it will sure-
ly be cut, dimwit*, %he ,overtime Suther-
land worked,in.intettst Of his bosses.
As it is the depot gets one more °fee-
eer than all of the business section of
town, hut still Sutherland is 'for the
PeoPle.' Well, if the I: C. comprises
the whole people, Ssithefland is sure-
ly with. them, tooth and toenail, and
'yellow streaked' backbune."
FOLLOWERS OF BUDDHA
Celebrated Birth of Their Savior 2,43o
Years Ago—Stop Doing What
is Wrong.
New York, April o.----While Chris-
tian churches last night, with sermon
and song, were celebrating Palm
Sunday and the. entry of the Savior
into Jerttsalem before his .crueifietion,
priests of the Buddhist -faith, in a
house at No. 62 Wiest Seventy-first
sereet, in strange robes 'and weird
chanting, were celebrating the birth
of their -savior, Guautana Buddha,
Zeeo years ago. In the little Budd-
hist temple there %etre no hymns, no
prayers, nee • others of the religious
forms of the Christian faith, but the
sermons preached -by the Christian
ergymen and by the Buddhist
priests differed little.
What Buddhism Is.
"According to Buddhism," it is said
"it is a serious error to seek God
outside of this life. outside of this
universe. It is living right among
ourselves and directing the course of
things according to its innate destiny.
What 'may be called the Buddhist
metaphysical phase is to recognize
the reality of the phenomenal world,
the existence of one ultimate reason
and, the imminence of this reason in
the universe. The Buddhist practical
faith is, cease from wrong-doing, pro-
mote goodness, enlighten the ignor-
ant."
"Buddhist ethics are the simplest
things to protect in the world. Budd-
hism has nothing mysterious, noth-
ing -superstitious, nothing idolatrous,
nothing supernatural.' Stop doing
what is wrong, which is against the
reason of things; do whatever is
to d, e-e-TIE11-rd•vanceele -11-E- course
HOUSEHOLD
...PAINTS
at very little above cost.
At housecleaning time a
small can of paint will cover a
multitude of sins. This ii
housecleaning time and we are
selling
Good Pint Cheap
R. W. WALKER & CO.,
INCORPORATED. .. a
Drrggists, Fifth and Irway.
Both Phones rye.
4imsaiiiAg64"
• Whole Foot Nothing But Proud Flesh
— Tried Different Physicians and
_All Kinds of' Ointments—Could
Walk Only With Crutches—Ohio
Man Says:
"CUTICURA REMEDIES
THE BEST ON EARTH"
"In the year 1899 the side of my
ft& foot was cut eff from the tittle
tie down to the heel, and the physician
who had charge of me
was trying to sew up
the side of my foot,
but with no stmeesa
When he found rillt
othat wouldn't work,
he began trying to
heal the wound with
all kinds of pietism*
until at last rfil Whale
foot and wesy
above my calf was
• nothing but
flesh. I suffe
told agonies for four years, and bffsd
different physicians and all kinds of alai-
meats. I could walk only with crutches.
It is sixteen months ago since I
tieing Cutieura Soap and Oin
my limb and foot. The
months the Cuticura Remedies-did
seem to work, but I kept Orb using ihmr.'
both. In two weeks aterwards I 1611P111-
change in my limb. Then I beaini
Cutieura Soap and Ointment oftmi daps-
ing the day add kept it up MP seven
months, *bed Mr, limb wait herded up
just the sardeas if I never heti tremble-.
"It is eight montlui now since I
stopped using Cuticura Ftemedisi, the
hest on God's earth. I am working
M the present day, after five years
ef suffering. The cost of Cuticura
Ointment and Soap was only „W•
but the doctors' bills were map Hit,
IMO. You can publish my Danis and:
refer _any one to write to use about,
Cuticura Remedies. I will answer sa
letters if postage is enclosed. John M.
Lloyd, 718 S. Arch Ave., Alliance, Ohio,
June 27, 1903."
amuse* nom* owl Talsrool Tismiomod
wawdormi ott OlommithMire. VEIL ' a Plibt. vial
Nor" tom Phorim
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LOCAL NEWS IN BRIEF •••
•:.
--Dr. L. E. Young, the new
county physician, has moved from
the country to the city and opened
his office at Hugg's drug store on
Twelfth and Broadway.
-License Inspector Gecirereeteetine
hard is getting •up a list of ..,peaple
who have not paid their' city li-
censes, so as to warrant them.
-Negotiations are afoot to buy
property near the junction where:
the N C. & St. L. by the Union
depot, and start a union stockyard
here. This project has taken on re,
definite form as yet, simply being
talked of.
Houston Hammond, white, was
yesterday in the court of U. S.
Commissioner W. Armour Gardner
held to the federal court grand jury
of next week, in $2oo hoed, on the
charge of bootlegging down in Car-
lisle county. He was arrested last
week down -in Ballard county by
Deputy U. S. Marshal Wade Brown
of this city.
-It is desired that all those de-
siring to donate to the First Chris-
tian church Easter bazaar - bring,
their contributions by not later than
8 o'clock tomorrow night.
Poor Old Torn.
Mr mean that old negro who plays
plaintive tunes on a little wind in-
strument corner Broadway and
Fifth.
"Yes safe" said Tom "I tater
hieing ter de Bainbridges an' dey
wuz wealthy 'fore de wah an' I loved
'cm. No Ptah I hasn't been blind
alveeys. I glad of dat. kase I can
recemmember de light oh de sun an'
moon an' stars an' de color of de
woods and water an' flowers; but
now, oh now, fob eighteen years,
has seen nothing but darkness; 'an
when .I look at hit, hit jess seems. to
roll over on itself, hi is so awful
black and daelc."
e- Dr. Hicks' office toe Broadway.
432 . Rrsidene- ..7Broad
way. Phone 1280.reason in this life, and, finally, help
those who are still behind and weary
of life to realize enlightenment Thks
is Buddhism in a nutshell."
WATER NOTICE.
•.Patrons of the Water Company
are reminded that' their water rent
expired March pat. Those who
desire to renew them should do so
before it is forgotten, as all premises
not paid for on or before April zoth.
will be shut off.
The prompt payment of water
rents will save vexation and coat to
the consumer, and unpleasant duties
and annoyance to the company. ...
They Can Stand Pat.
"Resolved. That we leave well
enough alone," was the platform
adopted by the republicans of Tehego
county, Kansas.
Evidently the • have corralled all
the offices.-Henderson Journal.
-:elelele:eirer4rieee-e•:-Oeereelee-rerlerleXehelel•
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• PERSONAL NOTES.
Mrs. Edward. F. Floether of Louis-
ville, Ky., is in the city visiting Mrs.
Frank P. Cobourn at the Sanders
flats on West Broadway.
Mrs. Annie Townlem and 'daughter,
Mrs......_Omer Massie, of Pembroke,
Ky., are visiting the former's sister,
Mrs. Jos. A. Miller of South Sixth
street.
Judge Charles 'Bush of Hopkins-
ille is in the city on legal busineses.
Miss Alice Johnston of Ironton,
Ohio, is visiting Miss Ella Sanders
at Ninth and Monroe.
Mesdames John K. Hendrick and
John L. Grayot• of Smithland, ar-
rived here yesterday.
Mrs. Gus. G. Singleton left yester-
day for Clarksville, Tenn., for a ten
days visit. Colonel Singleton went
there with her, but tomorrow goes
over to Bowling Green, Russellvillt
and other points on business.
Mr. Claude Baker of Greenville,
Ky., arrived last evening to attend
the Henrietta Crosman performance.
He went back home early this
morning.
Mr. 'Joseph Hughes, the insurance
man, left this morning for Sturgis',
KY., to attend the funeral of Mee.
cammie Bailey, who is related to his
niii. She died yesterday 'and will_
be busied Apeiay. 
•
Williafte A. Derrington is lo
the city mid leaves this morning for
SoutheieStiefOtiellouri where lie :s
logging for -a ,Sas:s Mill. He has been
Out- .ii 'Graves -srapoty visiting his
fatuity which has moved there.
Mr. J. D.- Hollinghead of Chicago,
arr'e:ed here yesterday, as did Mr:,
Vcrnon J. Blow of Louisville. Both
are owners of the cooperage works
ip. Mechanicsburg.
Route Agent C. M. Fisherte f the
Soetheen Express coMptuy, ocrived
here last night from btashville, Deference.
Tenn• "I enjoyed your piano solo ver
. 
y
Rev. W. W. Hamilton - s 'N.the much," said the talkative girl.
Woodville Methodist church. "It yes not a solo," answered thetpoll,te but sarcastic musician. "Tom
the city, having come op to 
'boaveteation was the prinelpal and
tlie Broadway Methodist ,Oival*,, -,7-,e'niost'eltarmisig theme, hly perform-
now in progress. 
. 110tpithu% ',gas merely an obligato."-Wash-
Hon. John W. Moore, lagtot Star
state senator, returned last even
to La Center after business trip to
this city.
Mr. Charles S. Cantrell is • visiting
here from Cairo, Ill.
Mr. ,Ermie Tate of St Louis is
visiting his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Gus Tate. ,
, Druggist Charles O. Ripley has
ieturned from tiemphis, Tens.
Mr. Wallace Colemap of the
Jessie Gilbert drug store, went to
Louisville yesterday.
Mr. I. Bernheim and wife of
Louisville, returned home yesterday
after visiting Mr. and hire:. Ben
Weille.
Mrs. Jesse Cooley of Mayfield is
visiting Mrs. Judge Gilbert of South
Seventh near Broadway.
Mr. Herman Kattcrjohn returned
last evening to Murray
Mr. Clarence Chamblin and wife
and Mr. Arthur Sanderson of
Moberly, Mo., are visiting Alderman
and Mrs. C. H. Chamblin.
Misses Ora and Maud Russell
heve reterned from visiting in May
field.
Mrs. J. F. McAtee and son and
(laughter of Mayfield are visit'
Mrs. John W. Counts.
Mrs. Trot Morris of Fnitrin. has
returned home after visiting here.
Mr. Loten Pfumlee has returned
from visiting in Arkansas.
Amonaence.
Ten years ago r was "nouveau" rich,
But I managed to get in "The Four"
Now society's left me in the ditch
Because I am "newly poor."
-TOwn Topics.
RETORT FLIPPANT.
"I went home to see the old people
the other day and introduced myself as
them as the prodigal son."
"So they wouldn't mistake you for
the fatted calf?"-Boaton Globe.
Was Caught at It
"You here, James!" exclaimed the
slum-worker, visiting the jail.
"Yeats," replied the new prisoner
who was in for.jaiarglary..
"Well, well, I certainly am cur
prised."
"So was I, ma'am, or I wouldn't he
hers.".-Tit-Bits.
Hopeful.
"I don't suppose I'll get a chance to
mak a speech for • long time," said
membei of congress.
Its all for the bast," an.
his eminently practical wife
• a man's chances for reelection
n improved by. slience."-
Eton Star.
4.0mm••••  
'Hanging is too. good for some men
and a lot of pictures.
You can kill a play, hut you can't
make the ghost walk.
One-half the world doesn't care
how the other half lives.
To Remove Freckles and
Pimples in Ten Days.
NAINNOLA Isa vow Mammy, mid maw a pooktos
promo ml Is Miry our whom It Odd
hi omen freaks, pimplis. iloormpola.doodm.
Now Widrboodo. dlosalsoatioos mod ~ad
d the Oda. so id* IS bow is Ptsading. CAM
*Mary emu b as daps, mod dr want la II to II days.
Akar thin frak*:- ramovid ISS olid will IS do*.
hieing awl boseinaL No rwalble bare as rods tree
lees. As furor* topolotios mid IIItyt. comply
with or ogromostila, we iolor IS IS. Commercial bask
sad Rasa d prww1. Pere. Tees., or soy minty
Ad year droald lor NAINTIOLA, It its basal it, wad
a Want owed ardor mid ws will odd you a 14-com
*dor NAIIPSOLd-bp-mall. .11* MidIs *ad om
claim Id If. salty • mod we will promptly return yaw
mosey. AMIrem NATIONAL TOILET CO.. Paris. Teas.
, Meads and test
"Yea, ley son."
1,
'Vow nesy feet does It take to make
a yard 
r.t 
?Three, My boy."
'And yet it only takes two heads Vs
Mali* a barrel."-Yonkers Statesman.
glide
IWO&
Changing.
whjit attracted You to met
Op/ eyes.
yen haie black eyes. I'm get.
tired of being engaged to
bias eyes!--Yeakers States.
so
Everything in Steak.
Mrs. Ehrhart (dreamlly)—I wish to
select a painting for the-the north-
west corner of my parlor.
Dealer (brusquely)-Yea, madam.
James! show the lady Smug's last
marine, "The Nor'wester "-N. Y.
Weakly.
*ow He Cured Her,
Mr. Novak., (to Mr. Sponger)
-MY
wife /as been obliged to give up playing
the PIM.
Mr.j.-Indeed! Whatever la that for?
N-Every time she began tapas?,
Insisted upon singiag.-Tit-Bits.
In Oklahoma.
Missionary
-My frlend,\do you ever
think about your future state?
Oklahoma Ike-Bay, peed, don't you
read the papers? We ain't been think.
In' of anything else fer th' last fen
years.-Cleveland Leader.
At His Word.
"Mr. Crowe)." began the visitor, "I
don't want to disturb you—"
-very considerate of you to come in
here just to tell me that," said the tinny
man. "I appreciate it. sir. Good-day!"
-Cassell's.
His Blessed Opinion.
"Why do so many American girls
tall in love with foreign titles?"
"I guess," answered Mr. Cumrox, "It
mtizt be because most women have no
sense of humor."
-Washington Star.
Sams Tone.
Stalls-How did you say "Thle Is se A:sudden?"
B Just like mother does when
1
JEWELER & OPTICIANfather gives her the present she hinted
eeereeee-4-eee-ei-
RIVER RIPPLINGS.
The Georgia Lee will have Ciii-
cinna:i today for Memphis and get to
this city next Sunday on her way
down. The Peters Lee is laying. up
at Memphis but will not come out
this week. e2
There gets out for 'the Tennessee
river this afternoon the steamer
Clyde. She remains up that stream.
tuitil next Monday.night.
The ste'arner lit‘rittieky comes out
of the Tennessee river late tomorrow
night and lays here until Saturday
afternoon 'when she gets out on her
return that way.
This morning at 8 o'clock the
steamer Pick Fowler leaves for
Cairo, and comes back tonight.
The Joe Fowler (lyres in todee
from Evansville and leaves imme-
diately on her return that wty.
The John S. Hopkins left yester-
day for Evansville and comes back
again tomorrow.
The H. W. Bottorff tomes in to-
day front Clarksville and leaves im-
mediately for Nashville.
The City of Sadtillo got to Se
Louis today and leaves there tomor-
row on her return this way.
Lionised to Marry.
The clerk yesterday issued mar-
riage license to the following couples:
Eli T. VVIelts, aged sa, of Fountain
Head, Telin., and hfrs. Minnie Todd,
aged ece of this city. The groom has
been married three times already and
the bride twit,. The other pair get-
ting a license. were Thomas Sledd,
aged 32 and Sarriett Jordan, aged 3o,
of this c'ty.
M KENTUCKY
TELEPHONE sail.
SATURDAY,
MATINEE AND NIGHT.
APRIL 14
America's Forsrnost Production
The Night Owls
Burlestiers
INTRODUCING. A
DAINTY
DIMPLED
DASHING
VIVACIOUS
PONY BALM.
Prices matinee: charisma i.e. adults
ssc. Night Prices; sers3.3a.n end
$1.00.
rmarino** 
SPEcTACLES 
EYE GLASSES
Properly q
Fitted
and
Adjusted
eid Fillod
$2.50
Solid
$5.001
EYES TESTED FREE
By Expert, Graduate Optician
Satisfaction Guaranteed.
J. L. WOLFF,
327 Broadway.
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You will have to buy more COAL is season.
TRADE WA
Why not buy
'ER COAL
So you will know where to geetVEST COAL NEXT for WINTER?
Lump 1 3c, Nut 12c. ' th Telephones 254.
\,/
Foot of 111 g ,
StIt rl le ell! . West KCI1
\ii 
1.1Cky Coal Co.
fad
a
•
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